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WELCOME MESSAGE

INTRODUCTION

SEIZE THE SINGAPORE OPPORTUNITY
A very warm welcome to
the 20th edition of TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference. Building on a
very successful event in
2014, this year sees us play
host to a total of over 285
exhibitors, with 73 new
and returning brands, over
9,000sqm of exhibition space.
A new element this year sees
Level 1 as the home to a range of
new luxury and premium brands,
which highlights how important
a role this category continues to
play in our industry.
With the Asia Pacific region
continuing to dominate the duty
free & travel retail industry, it is
no wonder that this exhibition
increases in size and scale each
year – attracting new global
brands such as Roberto Cavalli,
Cruciani, Diesel and Essilor
International to mention just a
few. Pre-registration figures at the
time of writing are indicative that
the event this year will certainly
meet, if not exceed, the record
figures of 2014. All very positive.
But while the region has
consolidated its leadership
status within the duty free &
travel retail industry, and with
forecasts suggesting that further
steady growth is likely, neither

TFWA
LINKEDIN
GROUP

the region, nor we, can become
complacent. The retail environment is becoming increasingly
challenging and competitive; we
are having to work harder than
ever to persuade consumers to
spend their dollars, and penetration levels and conversion rates
continue to leave considerable
room for improvement. With
sales in some markets, such
as China, having slowed, if Asia
Pacific is to remain the growth
driver of the global business, it
will need to adapt and to seize
the opportunities that exist.
With this in mind, Monday
morning will start with the TFWA
Asia Pacific Conference, themed
‘Staying a step ahead’. Its focus:
How the regional industry can
remain competitive and relevant
to new generations of consumers. After my own opening
address, followed bv Jaya Singh,
the President of APTRA, I am
honoured to welcome two of
Asia Pacific’s most respected
business leaders to discuss the
challenges and opportunities
faced by the industry in Asia.
Liew Mun Leong, founding
President & CEO of CapitaLand
Group and Chairman of the
Board of Directors at Changi
Airport Group, has been instrumental in the development of

TFWA’s LinkedIn Group is an
ideal place to go for the latest
news on TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.
Join the TFWA Group.

WEB APP
Download the web app for smartphones and tablets to keep all
information on TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference close to
hand. The web app is accessible on any mobile OS via your browser.
Go to app.tfwa.com/APEC

SUPPORTED BY:

Changi Airport. Andrew Wu,
LVMH Group President, Greater
China, has wide experience in
the luxury goods business in
Asia. With numerous years of
experience between them, they
are both well placed to discuss
the rise of Asia and how to retain
its growth momentum.
After what is sure to be an insightful morning plenary session,
a series of workshops are on
offer with a variety of industry
experts. Each workshop focuses
on something topical for our
industry, including: ‘Enhancing the
customer experience’ – helping
to develop consumer insights and
the use of new communication
tools; ‘Cruise control: exploring
one of Asia’s fastest-growing travel
retail sectors’ will examine this
market, its current progress and
potential; ‘Asia’s rising stars’ will
focus on some of the markets that
are generating most excitement in
the Asia Pacific industry today; and
finally ‘Competing in e-commerce’,
exploring how the duty free &
travel retail industry can harness
e-commerce and digital marketing
to compete more effectively with
other retail channels.
For our closing plenary
session – Competitiveness in a
new world – we give the floor
to Stéphane Garelli, a world

authority on competitiveness,
having pioneered this new field
of economics. Explaining how
companies can win in this new
world, Professor Garelli will
discuss how brands can implement business models which
are more resilient, simpler and
better adapted to local markets.
The conference is sure to provide
anyone involved in the region
with a great deal of insight, so I
urge all to attend. More details
can be found in this edition of the
TFWA Daily.
As usual, we offer a great
programme of leisure activities
on Sunday morning, including:
Golf in partnership with Interparfums, and the introduction
of a new Tai Chi session at the
Marina Bay Sands SkyPark,
kindly sponsored by Pandora. I
hope you make the most of these
great social events.
With the conference kicking off
business proceedings, it is always
a great joy to meet and greet
fellow colleagues and long-time
friends. What better opportunity
to do this than on Sunday evening
at the Welcoming Cocktail, taking
place at the one and only Raffles.
Sip on champagne and cocktails
whilst feasting on a sumptuous
buffet, all under the shelter of
our umbrella theme.

Networking continues at the
Pan Pacific’s poolside area with
the Chill-Out Party on Tuesday,
kindly sponsored by Tito’s Vodka,
Lacoste, and Haribo. Play some
traditional game stalls or just
relax by the water and enjoy a
well-earned night off. Wednesday
sees Hollywood top the bill for the
Singapore Swing Party – expect
to socialise with Hollywood greats
such as Frankenstein, Charlie
Chaplin, and many more.
As you can see, the week ahead
is a busy one – with so many
opportunities for all to grow their
business in this region, it is sure
to be a successful week. I would
like to thank the many sponsors
of the numerous events this
week, along with all of TFWA’s
partners, who, as always, have
worked tirelessly to make this
event what it is.

Erik Juul-Mortensen
President, TFWA

TFWA
PRODUCT
SHOWCASE
The TFWA Product Showcase is a dedicated online service
that allows exhibitors to present their brand innovations
in advance of TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference.
Learn more about the latest exciting product news from
brands across all product categories. Many have already
uploaded information and photos to the website, where
visitors can search for products by brand, company or
product sector. Visit www.tfwaproductshowcase.com

REMINDER OF LOCATIONS
WITHIN THE MARINA BAY
SANDS EXPO &
CONVENTION CENTER:
•
•
•
•
•

Two exhibition levels: Basement 2 and Level 1
Registration desks and ONE2ONE Lounge: Level 1
Press Centre: Basement 2
Conference/Workshops & TFWA offices: Level 3
TFWA Asia Pacific Bar: Level 4
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Scan this code to visit the
TFWA Product Showcase

WiFi SERVICE
TFWA is pleased to provide free WiFi
access within the exhibition halls.

ID: TFWA_APE&C Password: TFWA2015

TFWA ON
We are pleased to announce that TFWA is now on Twitter.
Follow us on @TFWAnews for updates on our events and services.

ONSITE SERVICES
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SERVICES

Professor Stéphane Garelli: “What I will try
to do is show how the business environment
is changing, and what this means for
companies, markets and people.”

TFWA offers a wide range of services to assist
visitors, and help maximise their time at
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference.
SHUTTLE SERVICE
Getting to and from the exhibition is made easy by our shuttle buses, which call at all the official hotels.

PRESS CENTRE
Location: Basement 2
The Press Centre provides all registered journalists with an area to unwind, conduct interviews and source
information relating to the exhibition.

INTERNET AREA
Location: Basement 2 & Level 1
The internet centre offers everyone the opportunity to get connected onsite.

WIFI SERVICE
TFWA is pleased to provide free WiFi access within the exhibition halls. Please choose the SSID: TFWA_APE&C and
enter TFWA2015 as the password.

BARS
TFWA Asia Pacific Bar: Level 4
Asian Bar: Basement 2
Western Bar: Basement 2
Sushi Bar: Level 1
Ideally located, the bars offer several convenient onsite meeting points during exhibition hours and serve light meals
throughout the day.

BUSINESS CENTRE
Location: Basement 2
Dedicated staff will assist you with all your secretarial requirements.

WELL-BEING AREA
Location: Level 1
The Well-Being Area offers relaxing massages designed to help you focus on the business ahead.

COMPETITIVENESS
IN A NEW WORLD
The Closing Plenary session of the TFWA Asia
Pacific Conference features a keynote address
from Professor Stéphane Garelli of the IMD
Business School and the University of Lausanne.
He offered a preview to Ross Falconer.

CLOAKROOM
This year’s TFWA Asia
Pacific Conference will
conclude with what
promises to be a truly
engaging address.

Location: Basement 2 & Level 1
For your convenience, cloakroom facilities are available on entering the exhibition.

SMOKING LOUNGE
Location: Basement 2
A dedicated smoking lounge is located within the exhibition hall.

TRAVEL & HOTEL DESK
Location: Basement 2
The Pacific World team will be pleased to assist you with your travel and hotel requests, including any queries.

WiTR MEETING,
MONDAY 11 MAY, 17:00

A

I

L

This year’s WiTR
(Women in Travel Retail)
meeting takes place on
Monday 11 May at 17:00
in the TFWA Asia Pacific
Bar, courtesy of TFWA,
which is located on Level
4 of the Marina Bay
Sands Expo & Convention Center.

R

E

T

It will be a networking
session, this year without
charity fundraising. All
Women in Travel Retail are
invited to attend, and meet
old friends and make new
ones. It has been a brilliant
start to 2015. Money
raised during TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference
in Cannes in October 2014
was donated to ‘All As
One’, a charity operating
in Sierra Leone. The funds

are being used to buy a
lorry, which will transport
building materials for a
children’s home, school
and a medical centre.
WiTR’s charity for
2015 will be The Lotus
Flower Trust, which
provides access to a
home and education for
disadvantaged young
people in remote areas
of India. More details to
come soon.

Professor Stéphane
Garelli of the IMD
Business School and the
University of Lausanne
is a world authority on
competitiveness, and will
deliver a paper entitled
‘The world is volatile, but
not unpredictable’.
“There’s no doubt that
volatility is increasing
and what was true a few
months ago is shifting
drastically today,” he
commented. “If you look
at commodity prices,
currencies, interest rates,
and the performance of
both major and emerging
economies, all of this is
going to have an impact on
the travel retail business.”
Garelli will explain how
companies can implement
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business models that are
more resilient, simpler
and better adapted to local
markets. He will approach
this on two levels, the first
focusing on management
– of efficiency, of change
and of complexity. “Then
I will look at an additional
level, which is all about
management competencies and personal skills.
Success very much
depends on the mindset
and attitude of people,”
he explained.
Another aspect Garelli
will highlight is the rise
of new companies and
brands from emerging
economies. One of the
most interesting developments in recent years is
the increasing number of
brands that were previously local and are becoming global. “I think it is
very important to identify
those companies and to
define partnerships or

relationships with them,
as these are the new
players of the economy
today,” Garelli said. “A
lot of these companies,
especially in South East
Asia, are family-owned.”
In conversation, Garelli
speaks with authority on
these complex issues and
the wider global economic
picture. He is sure to
provide an illuminating finale to Monday’s
Conference & Workshops
programme, challenging
those present to respond to
recent market trends and
new competitive pressures.
“What I will try to do is
show how the business
environment is changing,
and what this means for
companies, markets and
people. How to react and
continue to be successful in such a brave new
world – this will be the
thrust of my address,”
Garelli concluded.

170 years of LINDT
Swiss Premium Chocolate
As the global leader in the premium chocolate sector, Lindt & Sprüngli looks
back on a long standing tradition of 170 years which takes its origins
in Zurich, Switzerland. LINDT chocolates are known worldwide for their
incomparable taste and fine melting texture. The creation of such fine chocolate
is an art that our LINDT SWISS MASTER CHOCOLATIERS have perfected
since 1845, driven by their passion for high quality chocolate and
creative excellence.

Visit us on www.lindt.com

Visit us on www.lindt.com

CONFERENCE & WORKSHOPS
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STAYING A
STEP AHEAD
This year’s conference and workshops programme
provides a diverse agenda, exploring how the industry in
this dynamic region can remain competitive and relevant
to new generations of consumers. The theme is ‘Staying
a step ahead’, and delegates will hear progressive ideas
and perspectives from a truly prestigious speaker lineup, examining the key issues in depth.

MONDAY 11 MAY 2015

2015 CONFERENCE &
WORKSHOPS SPONSORS
Diamond:

Platinum:

Conference coffee break & portfolio:

11:30-13:00 MORNING WORKSHOPS
Please note: Workshops A & B run simultaneously

09:00-11:00, Morning Plenary:
Staying a step ahead
Cassia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center
Translation available in Mandarin
and Japanese
The Asia Pacific region has consolidated
its leadership status within the duty free
& travel retail industry in recent years,
thanks to economic growth in key markets,
ambitious improvements to infrastructure
and a continued appetite for travel among
Asia’s citizens. Most forecasts suggest that
further steady growth is likely.
However, the retail environment in Asia
Pacific is increasingly challenging, and
competitive. Consumers have any number
of opportunities to spend their dollars,
and levels of penetration and conversion
in duty free & travel retail leave considerable room for improvement. Sales in some
markets, such as China, have slowed. If
the industry in Asia Pacific is to remain
the growth driver of the global business, it
will need to adapt and to seize the opportunities that exist.
This year’s TFWA Asia Pacific Conference
will look at how the regional industry can
remain competitive and relevant to new
generations of consumers. The Morning
Plenary session will set the duty free &
travel retail sector within a broad context
thanks to contributions from high-level
speakers from within and beyond the
industry. A series of themed workshops
will then explore key issues in depth.
The Morning Plenary will also
feature exclusive filmed interviews with
travellers at Singapore Changi Airport.
ERIK JUUL-MORTENSEN,
PRESIDENT, TFWA
In his state of the industry address, TFWA
President Erik Juul-Mortensen will
present the latest data on travel retail
performance in Asia Pacific, and look
at the role brands and brand owners
can play in helping the region fulfil its
potential.

JAYA SINGH, PRESIDENT, ASIA PACIFIC
TRAVEL RETAIL ASSOCIATION
As APTRA continues to build its advocacy,
research and training platform for the
regional industry to develop, the association’s President Jaya Singh will give
his perspective on opportunities in the
region – from growth both in numbers
and purchasing power of the Chinese
consumer, to the potential of online and
multi-channel marketing.
Keynote addresses will be provided by two
of Asia Pacific’s most respected business
leaders: LIEW MUN LEONG, FOUNDING
PRESIDENT AND CEO OF CAPITALAND
GROUP, AND CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
OF DIRECTORS AT CHANGI AIRPORT
GROUP, and ANDREW WU, LVMH GROUP
PRESIDENT, GREATER CHINA.
Liew Mun Leong has over 40 years of
experience in construction and commercial real estate, and has been instrumental in the development of Singapore
Changi Airport – widely recognised as
one of the best airports in the world. He
is well placed to discuss the rise of Asia,
and the challenges facing the region as it
strives to retain its growth momentum.
Andrew Wu, meanwhile, has wide experience in the luxury goods business in
Asia. As Managing Director of Parfums
Christian Dior in China, he oversaw the
successful establishment of the brand’s
network in the country in the 1990s. After
several years with Sony Entertainment
Group, Wu rejoined LVMH as its group
head in China, responsible for its rapid
growth in Asia’s biggest marketplace.

WORKSHOP A: ENHANCING THE
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Cassia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center
Translation available in Mandarin
and Japanese
Through filmed interviews shown during
the Morning Plenary session, delegates
will hear direct from travellers about their
perceptions of the current retail offer at
airports. In this workshop, participants
will discuss how airports, retailers and
brands can ensure those perceptions are
positive.
This session will explore ways to create a
real point of differentiation in duty free &
travel retail; to use new communication
tools to engage travellers more effectively; and to ensure in-store promotion
and presentation matches the best of the
high street.
Confirmed speakers include:
JACK MACGOWAN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER, AER RIANTA INTERNATIONAL
NICOLE FOO, ASSISTANT VICE
PRESIDENT, ADVERTISING &
PROMOTIONS, AIRSIDE CONCESSIONS,
CHANGI AIRPORT GROUP
ALAN BRENNAN, GLOBAL HEAD OF
SALES, NESTLÉ INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL
RETAIL

WORKSHOP B: CRUISE CONTROL:
EXPLORING ONE OF ASIA’S
FASTEST-GROWING TRAVEL RETAIL
SECTORS
Begonia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center
According to the recent State of the Cruise
Industry report by the Cruise Lines International Association, cruise line operators
are to increase their Asian capacity by
20% in 2015. The industry is growing
rapidly in this region, driven by increasing
interest among Chinese tourists and by
big investment in infrastructure by destinations such as Hong Kong and Singapore
– which has stated its intention to become
‘the Caribbean of the East’.
The Cruise Control workshop will look in
detail at this market, its current progress
and potential, with insights on the
opportunities for operators and brands
both within the new generation of cruise
terminals and onboard the vessels.
Confirmed speakers include:
TREVOR MOORE, MANAGING DIRECTOR,
KAI TAK CRUISE PLAZA
DAVID GOUBERT, SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT, LUXURY CRUISE RETAIL
& ASIA OFFICE, STARBOARD CRUISE
SERVICES
DAVID GOH, SECRETARY GENERAL,
CRUISE LINES INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION (CLIA) ASIA

Workshop A moderator: John Sutcliffe

The opening session will be moderated by
John Rimmer, Conference, Research and
Corporate Affairs Director, Tax Free World
Association.

11:00-11:30
BUSINESS NETWORKING WITH COFFEE
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Workshop B moderator: Dermot Davitt,
Travel Retail Publisher, Editor and
Commentator

13:00-14:15
BUSINESS NETWORKING LUNCH
Heliconia Ballroom, Level 3, Marina Bay
Sands Expo & Convention Center
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CONFERENCE & WORKSHOPS

ANDREW WU
LVMH Group President, Greater China

ERIK JUULMORTENSEN
President, TFWA

JAYA SINGH
President, Asia
Pacific Travel
Retail Association

13:00-14:15
TFWA INDUSTRY
ASSOCIATION
WORKING LUNCH
Begonia Meeting Room, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center
BY INVITATION ONLY
This working lunch will provide industry
stakeholders with an opportunity to
discuss regulatory and other issues
facing the industry in Asia Pacific and
beyond. Senior representatives from
industry associations will give an update
on progress and on the likely next steps
regarding various challenges to the
regional and global business.
SARAH BRANQUINHO, PRESIDENT ETRC
AND BUSINESS RELATIONS & EXTERNAL
AFFAIRS DIRECTOR, WORLD DUTY FREE
GROUP

Moderator: Michael Barrett, Executive
Officer, Asia Pacific Travel Retail
Association

LIEW MUN LEONG
PROFESSOR STÉPHANE GARELLI of the

Founding President and CEO of CapitaLand Group,
and Chairman of the Board of Directors at Changi
Airport Group

IMD Business School and the University of Lausanne

14:15-15:45 AFTERNOON WORKSHOPS
Please note: Workshops C & D run simultaneously

WORKSHOP C: ASIA’S RISING STARS
Cassia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center
Translation available in Mandarin
and Japanese
This workshop will focus on some of the
markets that are generating most
excitement in the Asia Pacific industry
today. From Cambodia to Hainan
via Indonesia, retailers and brands are
recognising the potential that exists
beyond the established hubs and making
significant investments in stores
both at the airport and downtown.
Underpinned by research currently being
conducted by the Asia Pacific
Travel Retail Association, the Asia’s
rising stars session will explore growth
markets in the ASEAN region and in
south and east Asia, and look at how
they are changing the travel retail
landscape.
Confirmed speakers include:
SANG J. AHN, VICE PRESIDENT
– COMMERCIAL, BANGALORE
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT LIMITED
YONG SUN, DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER,
HAIKOU MEILAN AIRPORT DUTY FREE
SHOP
PETER MOHN, FOUNDER AND CEO,
M1ND-SET GLOBAL MARKETING
INTELLIGENCE & SOLUTIONS

Workshop C moderator: Kapila Gohel,
Editor, Duty-Free News International

WORKSHOP D: COMPETING IN
E-COMMERCE
Begonia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center
For many consumers in Asia Pacific,
purchasing online is no longer the
exception but the rule. And even ‘bricksand-mortar’ purchases – including at
duty free & travel retail stores – are often
researched thoroughly online. Competition from online retailers has been
described as the most serious threat to
our industry.
This workshop will look at how to turn
that threat into an opportunity, exploring
how the duty free & travel retail industry
can harness e-commerce and digital
marketing to compete more effectively
with other retail channels. The session
will also offer an exclusive preview of a
new study conducted by Counter Intelligence Retail entitled The Digital Age,
offering insight into travelling shoppers’
experiences and engagement with
digital media.
Confirmed speakers include:
IVO FAVOTTO, GENERAL MANAGER, LS
TRAVEL RETAIL PACIFIC
OLIVER SEGOVIA, FOUNDER AND CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, AVA ONLINE
GROUP
GARRY STASIULEVICUIS, FOUNDER
AND MANAGING DIRECTOR, COUNTER
INTELLIGENCE RETAIL

Workshop D moderator: Charlotte Turner,
Managing Editor, The Travel Retail Business

15:45-16:15
BUSINESS NETWORKING WITH COFFEE
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16:15-17:00
CLOSING PLENARY
SESSION:
COMPETITIVENESS IN
A NEW WORLD
Cassia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center
Translation available in Mandarin
and Japanese
The world economy is entering a new
era of fragility, characterised by weaker
growth, financial, monetary and price
instability. Although still global, it is
increasingly de-synchronised and
fragmented.
Our closing keynote speaker,
STÉPHANE GARELLI, will explain how
companies can win in this new world,
and how they can implement business
models that are more resilient, simpler
and better adapted to local markets.
Garelli is a world authority on competitiveness, having pioneered this new field
of economics. He is a professor at the
International Institute for Management
Development and at the University of
Lausanne, and the founder of the World
Competitiveness Center. Formerly a
Managing Director of the World Economic
Forum and of the Davos Annual Meetings,
he publishes the IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook – the most comprehensive
and reputed study in the field of the
competitiveness of nations.

NEW & RETURNING EXHIBITORS

WELCOME TO
SINGAPORE
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An exciting array of brands are either exhibiting in Singapore for the
first time this year or returning after an absence, and here we explore
a selection of the companies setting out to succeed in the travel retail
industry. Further instalments of our focus on new and returning
exhibitors will follow in subsequent issues of The Daily.

RADLEY 01

ROSSI D’ASIAGO DISTILLERS 02

LEVEL 1 T11

BASEMENT 2 G15

WHO ARE YOU?
Established in London in
1998 by Lowell Harder,
Radley has evolved over
the years into a British
icon of affordable luxury.
The company designs,
retails and distributes a
range of handbags, small
leather goods, luggage,
workbags, eyewear,
watches and accessories.
Our products are “colourful, surprising and achieve
the perfect union of
beauty on the outside and
function on the inside”.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
Radley is an accessible
brand, and women of all
ages and different cultures
buy Radley. We have
collections that appeal
to the fun-loving woman
on holiday looking for
unique designs and to the
stylish businesswoman
looking for practical work
bags that she can travel
with. Within travel retail

we focus on our unique
colourful and fun designs,
as well as on functionality
and price – targeting that
impulse buy.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
We have already seen
significant growth within
our travel retail business,
and a key part of our
strategy is to concentrate
on the travel retail sector
(airport, inflight and cruise
ships), which is well
suited for Radley’s range
of products – and with a
focus on Asia in particular.
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference is the
perfect platform to meet
with existing partners
as well as meeting
new partners.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
Our objectives are to
enrich our existing
relationships as well as
to generate new ones. It
is also an opportunity to

showcase our Exclusive
Travel Retail and Exclusive Inflight collections,
as well as our key new
styles from our AW15
collection. In addition
we will be launching our
new branded display
unit for duty free shops,
which showcases our
bestselling products
and maximises use of
space to encourage high
volume sales in a
small footprint.

WHAT IS YOUR UNIQUE
SELLING POINT (USP)?
The beauty of Radley
captivates the imagination of the contemporary
woman with its mix of
stylish functionality and
premium quality leathers,
as well as its uniquely fun
and colourful designs.
Our affordable luxury
positioning also ensures
we are accessible to a
wide audience with accessories starting at $15 and
handbags at $133.

WHO ARE YOU?
Founded in 1868, the
Rossi D’Asiago distillery
made a name for itself
as a creator of innovative
products, characterised
by intense aromas and
smooth flavours. Over
100 years later it was
acquired and re-founded
by Francesco Dal Toso
under the name of Antiche
Distillerie Riunite, and is
still run by the Dal Toso
family today, producing the
second largest Sambuca
brand in the world – Antica
Sambuca Classic. Antica
Sambuca Classic is a sweet
and natural liqueur; it has
a superior taste which is
obtained by the distillation
of an infusion of star anise
and other herbs in alcohol.
Having won multiple
international awards, the
brand offers a wide range
of nine different flavours
in addition to Sambuca,
including Apple, Raspberry,
Liquorice, Tropical, Banana,
Cherry, and Coffee.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
The Antica line is very
versatile – it can be used
in high-class cocktails,
mixed drinks or straight
as a shot, which gives a
very broad appeal. The
range of flavours ensures
that we have a product for
everyone. We target our
products at those
that want to drink high
quality liqueurs with a
superior taste.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
We have seen huge
success in the domestic
market – we are second in
the world in the Sambuca
category and the number
one Sambuca brand in
the UK. We really want
to expand this success
into the travel retail and
duty free market and we
think we’ve got the right
product to do this with.
We want to open up our
distribution into new
markets and the Asia

Pacific market is one
full of opportunities for
our brand.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
We want to showcase the
Antica line as a premium
product, and one that
is perfect for the Asia
market. We have a great
range of flavours and
products, and bringing as
much publicity to these
as possible during the
exhibition is high on our
list of priorities.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
All of our liqueurs are
made from only natural
ingredients and follow the
original recipe that was
devised at the beginning
of 1900. One of our USPs
is that we have a great
deal of heritage – we find
that our consumers love
this about us, and it is
one of the reasons why
they continually buy
our products.
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NEW & RETURNING EXHIBITORS

04

RITUALS 03

BREO 04

LEVEL 1 U15

LEVEL 1 V10

WHO ARE YOU?
Rituals Cosmetics was
founded in Amsterdam in
2000 by Raymond Cloosterman, who was inspired to
create the first brand in the
world to combine home and
body cosmetics. With its
product line – from luxury
body and facial creams
through to precious mineral
make-up, scented
candles, pure tea and
Soulwear – Rituals Cosmetics allows people to transform their daily grooming
routines into beautiful,
meaningful moments.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
Rituals Cosmetics has
products for men and
women, and appeals to
those who are attracted by
the opportunity to enhance
their home environment
and personal grooming
through products that
can transform these daily
routines from tasks into
pleasure, so it’s a brand

concept that has a very
wide appeal. Consumers from 18 to 60 years
plus are buying Rituals
products, and the biggest
group of buyers is women
(75%) in the 20 to 40 years
age group.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
Rituals Cosmetics created
its travel retail division in
2012 and since then has
seen a rapid expansion
in travel retail. Rituals is
now present in a number
of key global airports and
onboard 50 of Europe’s
luxury cruise liners, and
currently operates 100
shop-in-shops. It also
features in more than 850
luxury boutique hotels and
leading chains. In parallel, the innovation team
has focused its efforts
creating and fine-tuning
its bespoke travel product
offer for these channels.
Rituals Cosmetics is now
in a position to push its
global expansion.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
Rituals Cosmetics is
looking to showcase its
concept on the global
travel retail platform
and discuss the distribution opportunities with
potential partners. Being
here in Singapore is key
to signalling our intention
to grow our business in
Asia Pacific where we see
huge interest in the Asian
philosophy that inspires
our products. We’re also
showing our latest product
– The TAO Collection.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
Rituals Cosmetics
connects the world
of authentic Eastern
traditions with a unique
product offer at an
affordable price, so
without doubt our USP
is the authentic Eastern
personal grooming and
homecare traditions
that have inspired
our products.

WHO ARE YOU?
Breo was established
in 2000 and strives to
develop portable relaxers that contribute to
the healthy lifestyles
of their users. Over the
past 15 years of research
and development in the
healthcare industry, Breo
has earned its position at
the forefront of portable
healthcare products. Breo
relaxers are developed
based on traditional
Chinese acupressure
theory combined with
modern bio-magnetic
theory under the control
of a professional research
and development team,
and are sold in more than
60 countries, including China, Hong Kong,
Taiwan, Japan, Malaysia,
Singapore, Thailand,
Korea, France, Germany,
UK, USA, Canada, Mexico,
Brazil and Argentina.
Our mission is to provide
healthy and convenient
relaxation for the urban

lifestyle, while creating
an environment in which
anybody can freely enjoy
massages anywhere.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
Anybody who is tired
with the stresses of
everyday life can enjoy our
products, just by spending five to 10 minutes a
day using them. All Breo
products are uniquely
designed to relieve the
eyestrain, neck ache and
headaches that are part of
our modern life.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
With the ardent support
of existing customers
in Korea, we would
like to expand our
foothold overseas and
in the inflight duty free
markets for global
customers-to-be.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
In addition to Asiana
Airlines’ inflight duty free
shops, we aim to introduce
our attractive products to
major travel retailers, as
well as member airlines
of Star Alliance, SkyTeam
and oneworld.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
All of our products are
portable and wireless,
and come in eye-catching
designs. The Breo brand
is already recognised
as “high-tech health &
beauty products” among
trendy people in Korea.
Now, it is time for the
world to enjoy “anytime,
anywhere, simply relax!”

Visit us at Stand
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SNACK AND
SHARE THE DATA
How do suppliers know what’s going to be a regional success and plan accordingly?
Lorna Strickland-Cook talks to suppliers about their specific duty free research
and how it’s helping to dictate product selections in Asian travel retail.
There’s room to grow for
confectionery sales in Asian
travel retail. At least that’s the
general consensus of suppliers canvassed for this article.
New exhibitors and existing
big guns alike are busy driving
out Asia-specific campaigns at
this year’s TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.
Planning an Asia assault is no
mean feat. There are many new
and ongoing issues that make
retailing confectionery in this part
of the world a challenge.
But that’s not stopping new
entrants from making their
presence felt. Marie-Pierre
Galler, Export Key Account
Manager, Galler Chocolatier
(Basement 2 D02), is looking
forward to the brand’s first
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference. Expanding further
into travel retail is a new strategy

for Galler, which has been
established for almost 40 years.
“Our products are already sold
at Brussels Airport,” Galler
explained. “As we already have
partners in several markets,
including Japan, China and
Korea, it would be a plus for
us to also be in this travel
retail market.”
Having a network in Asia is a
huge bonus, and one that even
the big players tend to rely on.
According to Marketing Manager
Sebastien Deflandre, Ferrero
Travel Market (Basement 2 N1)
has a well-developed distribution
network in the key domestic
and travel retail markets in
Asia Pacific. “We work closely
with customers to ensure that
what we offer, and the way we
offer it in terms of promotions
and presentation, is in line with
their specific requirements,” he
commented. “Face-to-face with

the people on the front line – plus
detailed sales data – provides
robust data. This means the right
brand, the right product mix, and
the most appropriate SKUs for
the target consumer group.”
Deflandre stated that generic
confectionery research by Asia
Pacific Travel Retail Association
(APTRA), or research agencies
looking at the travel retail sector,
can provide very useful data,
which supplements what Ferrero
knows about its own products
and market trends for its brands.
Another brand investing heavily
in research in order to drive its
strategy change is Mars International Travel Retail (Basement
2 N29). Extensive research,
involving over 5,000 travellers
of all nationalities over a fourmonth period, was undertaken by
travel retail researcher m1nd-set
at nine key airports globally.
The research has come up with
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new insights that are somewhat
surprising. “We have found
that, despite what is generally
thought, only 20% of travellers
who purchase actually buy
confectionery for someone else,”
Lieke Duijmelings, Marketing
Manager, Mars International
Travel Retail (MITR), said.
“Indeed, most people buy for
themselves (45%) or for sharing
purposes (35%), even though
they may buy formats which are
targeted as gifts.”
MITR has identified five main
shopper needs within airports:
Home Sweet Home, Travel Treats,
Celebrating Parenthood, Showing
Thought, and Trip Memories.
“We believe that by closely
targeting these needs with the
right portfolio and high impact
activations and promotions, we
can create the smiles that are
needed in order to not only grow
the confectionery category, but

01 Marie-Pierre Galler, Export
Key Account Manager, Galler
Chocolatier: “Our products are
already sold at Brussels Airport.
As we already have partners in
several markets, including Japan,
China and Korea, it would be a
plus for us to also be in this travel
retail market.”
02 Sebastien Deflandre, Marketing
Manager, Ferrero Travel Market:
“The retailers and landlords that
grant confectionery adequate,
premium space and are responsive
to innovative promotions, are
valuable allies. We have had
considerable success with the
Kinder Pilot mascot, for example
– the travel exclusive sibling of the
popular Kinderino character.”

all categories,” Duijmelings
explained. She added that, given
the ever-changing traveller
profile, with more middle income
travellers, more frequent flyers,
more leisure travellers and more
low-cost carriers, the confectionery category will become even

Please visit us
in Singapore at our
booth C28!

Singapore

www.haribo.com

KIDS AND GROWN-UPS LOVE IT SO, THE HAPPY WORLD OF HARIBO
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INFORMATION STATION
LINDT recently conducted a study, in partnership with
m1nd-set, into the confectionery purchasing decisions
of passengers at Zurich Airport. Asian consumers were
most likely to cite good value for money as motivation for
visiting the duty free shop. 45% said it was a main reason,
compared with 39% for Americans, 27% for Russians, and
18% for Europeans. The other most appealing reasons for
visiting the shop among Asians were promotions (27%),
new products (24%) and travel retail exclusives (13%).
When it comes to their purchase motivation, country
of origin was the most important factor for 60%. Only
Russians (78%) were more swayed by this as a decider.
Over a third (36%) looked for premium quality, and a
similar number (31%) cited brand presentation.
‘20% off’ was Asian consumers’ preferred promotion,
with 44% citing it as the most appealing, although ‘buy
two get third free’ was similarly popular (43%). This is
on par with other nationalities, with 57% of Europeans,
43% of Americans, and 39% of Russians, opting for
‘price off’ as their preferred promotion. Asians were no
more or less receptive to new and exclusive products.
Just over half (51%) said they did notice them, compared
with 65% of Russians (the most receptive) and 40% of
Europeans (the least receptive).

more important in leveraging
sales within the airport retail
environment.
MITR believes that the confectionery category’s full potential
can be unlocked by harnessing
the correct areas for growth.
General Manager Craig Sargeant
said: “We know that by attracting
the passenger with compelling
activations and promotions we
can convert browsers to shoppers
and build the basket size – and we
have some brilliant case studies
to prove the point, including
our highly successful Watch M
campaign, Beach Ball campaign
M&M’s Stores, Colourhagen, and
many more.”
In terms of product specifics in
the region, MITR is continuing
to push the potential of sugar
confectionery in travel retail,
launching new presentations for
Skittles and Extra in Singapore.
“Gum is very big generally
in Asia, so it makes sense to
exploit this demand within travel
retail,” Sargeant added. “Extra
Bottles are currently the fastestgrowing pack form for gum. This
eco-friendly packaging is much

appreciated by consumers, and
this is certainly an area we are
keen to develop.”
Before introducing any new
product, Godiva (Basement 2
E2) works closely with different experts in the channel, or
category, to better understand
the latest shopper and consumer
insights and trends. The most
relevant trends it has retained
currently are about ‘affordable and
daily luxury’, and ‘authenticity’.
“Consumers not only want original and unique offers, but they are
looking for self-treats – chocolate
confections with which they can
justify spoiling themselves on a
daily basis. Guilt-free pleasures,”
explained Leen Baeten, Senior
Marketing and Business Development Manager, Godiva.

are relevant and appreciated by
consumers. Our latest success
is born out of the research on
these trends and insights – Godiva
Création Pralinés,” Baeten
commented.
Another brand engaging all the
senses is Irish confectioner
Butlers (Basement 2 C31), which
is harnessing trends both within
and outside the confectionery
category. Marketing Director
Aisling Walsh said: “In the region,
we are looking beyond confectionery to trends in culinary fashion
and style, to current food trends,
and how different types of food
and flavours can work together.
We often look outside the category
to see what innovations could
cross over into our industry.”
It is this trend-spotting that
has led to its recent launch,

ENGAGING ALL THE SENSES
According to Godiva’s Baeten,
consumers are looking for a true
taste experience that engages all
the senses, using distinct flavours,
shapes and textures. “We incorporate these trends and insights
into the development of our new
product launches, to ensure they

03 Mars International Travel
Retail is presenting the new
M&M’s mugs, which are
expected to be highly popular
in Asian markets. They are
available with either the Red or
Yellow M&M’s popular character.
04 Godiva is presenting its 2015
Christmas and 2016 Chinese New
Year collections for the first time
at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference. To celebrate the Year
of the Monkey in 2016, gorgeous
red boxes, decorated with a
monkey drawn in delicate gold
brush strokes, are introduced in
two limited editions.
05 Butlers is unveiling a range
of new innovations, including the
new limited edition 200g Caramel
and Nut Chocolates. The new
selection features a gourmet
collection of 13 assorted milk,
dark and white chocolates.
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06 Leonidas is presenting a
special edition for summer – a
limited edition of delicious
pralines in light, fruity flavours.
The Leonidas Summer Selection
contains 16 pralines with 14
different fillings.

LET’S TALK
GIFTING.
INTRODUCING

HERSHEY’S KISSES DELUXE

Made with a whole hazelnut, layers of creamy chocolate,
delicate crisps and twice the size of the iconic HERSHEY’S
KISSES. They are ideal for gifting occasions, which make up
60% of confection purchases* in Travel Retail. So let’s talk.
Together we can meet consumer demand and grow your
confection category.

First Shipments
August 2015

Contact your Hershey Business Manager or learn more
at HersheysTravelRetail.com.

* 2014 CIR Global Shopper Study

UNLOCKING SNACKING CREATING EASE OF SHOP MAXIMIZING IMPULSE
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07 Ritter Sport is showcasing its
expanded travel retail exclusive
range. The Ritter Sport 65g Tower
contains six 65g bars of five
assorted flavours.

07

08

08 Mondelez World Travel Retail
is introducing Toblerone Tiny
Mono-flavor Bags 296g. Three
new variants are being launched
in a travel retail exclusive
format – milk, white and dark.
These complement the existing
Toblerone Tiny Mixed Bag.
09 Maestrani is showcasing
its Munz children’s items at
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference.
10 Favarger is introducing a new
line of signature pralines. The
two boxes – 110g and 240g – offer
uncompromising quality and
100% natural ingredients. The
texture of the pralines is smooth
and at the same time crispy, with
an unmistakeable flavour – all
presented in a stylish box.

The Dessert Menu, which is
being showcased at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference.
Desserts, such as on-trend red
velvet and hazelnut brownie, are
encased in chocolate.
It helps when a brand has a strong
presence in the regional domestic
market. Leonidas (Basement
2 B29) finds it is able to rely on
domestic data to influence its
travel retail decisions. “Leonidas
has some downtown and airport
distribution in Asia Pacific already,
and uses that experience to
guide strategy,” Nelly Sannwald,
Travel Retail Manager, Leonidas,
explained. “We listen to our
partners, watch trends, and take
notice of consumer research,
and this informs our product
development. Of course, there
are similarities between our

downtown boutiques and travel
retail; gifting plays a crucial role
in this region. We plan to boost
our presence considerably in
the next few years with our
debut appearance at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference,
and a great new range of gift
presentations.”
Leonidas is launching a limited
edition Summer Praline Selection, as a result of increased
consumer demand for chocolate
and fruit combinations.
Meanwhile, Ritter Sport
(Basement 2 F8) doesn’t believe
the domestic office is the source
of all inspiration. “Although we
do not rely on domestic data
when it comes to travel retail,
we always gratefully consider
any domestic information our
local partners share with us,”

Katharina Tyrolt, Global Travel
Retail Manager, Ritter Sport,
said. “As with any kind of
market research, it all depends
on the questions you ask, how
you ask, and what insights you
want to gather.”
One brand actively involved in
research is Mondelez World
Travel Retail (Basement 2 J26).
“We always get excited when
we see success driven directly
by insight. This happened very
recently in the Indian subcontinent; we learned from our global
shopper research that more
than 60% of travellers consider
chocolate as a good souvenir
in a duty free store,” Anna
Szentivanyi, Customer Marketing
Manager, Mondelez World Travel
Retail, explained.
To capitalise on this insight, it

developed two sleeves for the
iconic Toblerone 400g bars – for
India and Sri Lanka – to create
a memorable confectionery
purchase. “The results were
beyond our own expectations
when Toblerone sales tripled in
the month of launch compared to
last year,” Szentivanyi added.
This activity highlighted how its
Delighting Travelers category
vision adds value for both retailers and travellers by increasing
footfall, augmenting spend per
head, and creating a memorable
experience.
Maestrani (Basement 2 A3) is
exhibiting its Munz children’s
items. Thomas Leitner, Sales
Director, Maestrani, commented:
“In general, in Asia Pacific and
increasingly worldwide, the big
increases in duty free shopping
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will result from the Chinese
so-called ‘super consumers’,
who are starting to travel much
more frequently and are willing to
purchase all kinds of items.”

RETAILERS BUILT TO
IMPRESS
How retailers react to brands
and their own traveller research
is of prime importance when it
comes to store layout.
Ferrero’s Deflandre stated:
“Many retailers do a great job.
The retailers and landlords that
grant confectionery adequate,
premium space and are responsive to innovative promotions,
are valuable allies. We have
had considerable success with
the Kinder Pilot mascot, for
example – the travel exclusive
sibling of the popular Kinderino

6

PREMIUM

SPECIALITIES

This year Ferrero proudly presents a new offer:
Ferrero Golden Gallery.
A refined gallery of confectionery
masterpieces expertly crafted by Ferrero.
An assortment of unique, various and
irresistible flavors.
The gift that makes every occasion feel special.

Please visit us at TFWA Singapore, Booth B2 / N1 and discover the whole portfolio.
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character – and he has appeared
in various places as a lifesize walking, talking figure,
in standalone plane-shaped
displays and so on. Store theatre
like this needs space, but if we,
the brands, are prepared to make
the investment, our sales will
benefit and so will those of our
neighbours – and the retailers –
as activations are magnets which
pull people into the store.”
Like many in the industry, MITR

believes that the Trinity needs
to be called in to assist when it
comes to retailing confectionery
successfully. If done well, MITR
believes that the category can
double by 2020. “We need the full
support of the Trinity to unlock
the potential from this fantastic
category. Everybody loves
confectionery – it is great for
cross-penetration sales and it is
the most effective footfall driver,”
Duijmelings stated.

Chocolat Frey is introducing its new product innovation – chocolate
pralines conveying a personalised message. This exclusive
chocolate gift can be easily and quickly individualised. Meanwhile,
the pralines are made of premium Swiss milk chocolate with finest
hazelnut cream and crunchy hazelnut pieces.
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HIGH-END IS THE TREND
Butlers believes that retailing
confectionery is still showing
great promise in the Asia
Pacific region. “An increasingly
sophisticated consumer, with an
appetite for luxury confectionery, makes the region appealing
for our brand,” Walsh said.
Favarger (Basement 2 D30)
similarly believes that sophisticated consumers on the hunt
for luxury are a driving force
in brands making inroads in
the region. “In Asia, luxury
chocolate is an important and
expanding market, so we know
our 100% natural products
from Switzerland could meet
success,” Pierre-Yves Benoist,
Export and Travel Retail
Manager, Favarger, commented.
Favarger, a first-time
exhibitor at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference, is
launching a new line of fresh,
long-life pralines, which it
believes will appeal to the
sophisticated consumer in
the region.
Ritter Sport’s Tyrolt has
been excited by the way
Asian consumers have
welcomed the brand to the
region. She identified FNA

Peter Zehnder, Head of Global Duty Free, LINDT:
“The Asian market is particularly interested in brands with
heritage and history, and this event is the ideal opportunity
for us to shine a spotlight on the expertise of our Swiss
Master Chocolatiers.”

and DFS as among those
retailers really dedicated
to the channel. “FNA, with
its ‘The Cocoa Tree’ shops,
has been 100%-dedicated to
confectionery since 2000, and
Ritter Sport was one of the
first brands FNA brought into
Singapore,” Tyrolt explained.
“Although our partnership with
DFS is quite new compared to
FNA, we have achieved some

excellent results so far, with
highly performing promotional
activities.”
Ritter Sport’s distribution in
the region has grown through
new listings with Delhi
Duty Free and King Power
Thailand, as well as new
locations with DFS playing
a major role in the brand’s
volume growth.
However, retailing in Asian

Our web app is accessible
on any mobile OS via your browser.

Go to:
app.tfwa.com/APEC
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duty free is not without
its challenges. Leonidas’
Sannwald commented: “The
challenge on the horizon is
one faced by all confectionery brands – increasingly
complicated demands on us to
declare ingredients and nutritional values on the packaging. How do you put multiple
languages on a relatively
small pack without making it
look like an encyclopaedia?
We are doing our best!”
Chocolat Frey (Basement
2 G9) also understands the
complexities of retailing
in the region. “All external
factors, like currency issues,
political unrest, and other
events which affect the
business for all of us, are
frustrating, but there is not
much you can do about them.
We hope 2015 will be a bit
more stable for some destinations,” Claudia Rosenberg,
Head of Travel Retail, Chocolat Frey, explained.
But what if challenges can be
overcome and are more local,
such as bringing retailers
onboard when it comes to
category management? Peter
Zehnder, Head of Global Duty

Free, LINDT (Basement 2
H2), said: “Asian customers
are highly connected through
social media, and their experiences are shared and followed.
To be able to grow in duty free,
we need to offer something
special that sets travel retail
apart from the domestic
market. Confectionery is often
an impulse buy, and it’s at the
point of sale where we can
make the difference. In the
premium sector particularly,
it’s important to enhance the
consumer experience to tempt
customers to buy.”
He added: “We strongly
believe that more space
should be allocated to confectionery, which is, according
to Generation, the second
fastest-growing category. We
need to really engage with
the customer on an emotional
level, with more tastings and
more exciting POS, which
will enable us to convert
larger numbers of non-duty
free buyers.”
As emotional and high-end
purchases take place, no
matter how much data
you have, it’s not always a
numbers game.
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SPOTLIGHT ON PERFETTI
VAN MELLE
Perfetti Van Melle (Basement 2 E29) continues to expand
its offer of fun, colourful and traveller-appropriate
products. At TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference
this year, it is focusing on regional favourites Chupa Chups
and Mentos, with impulse purchasing top of the agenda.
“We use regional data mainly for market shares of our
brands and also for flavour preferences. This information
is quite important to launch the right products suitable for
the market,” Susan De Vree, Global Travel Retail Manager,
Perfetti Van Melle, explained.
She added that travel retailers in Asia understand the
potential of the confectionery category, and of sugar
confectionery, and dedicate space accordingly. “Very
often you see confectionery at the entrance of the shops
and at the cash till point. Asian retailers realise that 50%
of shoppers entering confectionery areas are actually
buying – therefore, they try to attract the consumer to this
segment. Compared to any other segment, confectionery
has the highest conversion rate,” De Vree commented.

Perfetti Van Melle’s Mega
Chups are being offered with a
travel-orientated limited edition
wrapper, featuring iconic sights,
including Big Ben, Catedral
de Barcelona, Taj Mahal, and
Leaning Tower of Pisa.

Learn more about the confectionery innovations being presented
at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference by visiting the
TFWA Product Showcase (www.tfwaproductshowcase.com).

Scan this code to visit the TFWA Product Showcase
TFAP Singapore Dailies FAO.pdf
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LEISURE AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

GOLF T A I
CHI

Sunday 10 May, 19:30
Raffles Hotel

Sunday 10 May, 07:15
Sentosa Golf Club,
Tanjong Course

Budding Rory McIlroys
can tee-off the week
at the ever-popular
Golf Tournament. The
venue is, once again, the
stunning Sentosa Golf
Club, Tanjong Course,
with its immaculately
manicured fairways
and greens.
The format of play is
Double Peoria, Stableford,
and there are also prizes
for the longest drive and
nearest the water.

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:

WELCOMING
COCKTAIL

Sunday 10 May, 08:00
SkyPark, Level 57 of the
Marina Bay Sands Hotel
New this year is the Tai Chi
– the ideal opportunity to
prepare mind and body for a
busy week of business, with
a boost of spiritual energy. Tai
Chi combines deep breathing
and relaxation with gentle
movement to reach a heightened awareness of self and
environment. Two groups of up
to 30 participants will each be
instructed by a Tai Chi master.
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Entrance by invitation only (part of
the Full Delegate package)
Dress code: Smart casual
Shuttle service available from all
major hotels

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC BAR
Monday 11 May to Thursday 14 May

Breakfast from Tuesday to Thursday, 08:00-09:30
Drinks from Monday to Wednesday, 18:00-19:30
(except Monday, open from 17:00)

Exe_AP2015_Invit_Welcom_120x210.indd 2

KINDLY SPONSORED BY:

The Welcoming Cocktail returns to
the iconic Raffles Hotel – an oasis
of 19th century colonial elegance.
Umbrellas – ever-present in
Asia as shelter from both the
sun and rain – form the theme
of this year’s event. Guests will
enjoy champagne, cocktails and a
sumptuous buffet, as they relax and
network with friends old and new.

Level 4, Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center

The TFWA Asia Pacific Bar is firmly established as the
ideal onsite networking venue, and is the perfect place
to unwind with friends and colleagues after a busy day
of business. The large terrace affords a spectacular view
09/04/2015 15:49
overlooking Marina Bay – a sight not to be missed.
Drinks served at the TFWA Asia Pacific Bar are courtesy
of the exhibiting suppliers.

SOCIAL SCENE
The programme of leisure and social activities at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference is second to none, and punctuates a busy week of business with
many memorable highlights. Relax, network and have fun.
Tuesday 12 May, 19:30
Pan Pacific Hotel
The Pan Pacific Hotel’s
beautiful poolside area, with its
underwater acoustics, provides a
harmonious setting for this year’s
Chill-Out Party. Those wishing to
get playful can enjoy traditional
games like toss-the-ring, sharpshooting and can pyramids. Those
wishing to relax can do so by the
pool. It promises to be a fun-filled
and chilled evening, amidst the
week’s hectic schedule.
Entrance by invitation only (part
of the Full Delegate package)
Dress code: Casual
Shuttle service available from
all major hotels

Wednesday 13 May, 20:00
Universal Studios, Sentosa Island

KINDLY SPONSORED BY:

A taste of Hollywood awaits guests at this year’s
Singapore Swing Party. Always a highlight of
the week, this year promises something truly
special. Rather than 20th Century Fox, think 20th
anniversary as TFWA celebrates this landmark
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for its Asia Pacific event with some movie magic. All
will be revealed on the night, but expect exclusive
access to several of the park’s rides in the company
of Frankenstein, Charlie Chaplin and friends.
Entrance by invitation only (part of the Full
Delegate package)
Dress code: Casual (comfortable shoes advised)
Shuttle service available from all major hotels

They sell as good
as they taste

©
©

©

©

Mars ITR is a leading player in the confectionery category.
We combine insights, vision and global strength with powerful brands
to create fantastic in-store opportunities.
Contact your local account manager and see what we can accomplish together!

Let’s face it, if consumers can’t resist M, how can you?

639.1561f MITR corporate ad TFWA AP daily.indd 1

® M&M’s and the M&M’s Characters are registered trademarks. © Mars 2015.
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NEW PRODUCTS
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NEW PRODUCT PREVIEWS
Across every category a proliferation of new products is this year being unveiled – innovative, alluring
creations that underline the dynamism of our business, and define the direction of the travel retail industry.
Here we explore the exciting new products being introduced to the market by some of the world’s most
engaging brands. Look out for further new product previews in subsequent issues of The Daily.

DREAMY ESCAPE
For this summer
season, PANDORA takes
a break from everyday
routines and escapes
to faraway shores filled
with exotic treasures,
vibrant florals and
playful creatures.
Coloured with the relaxing hues of a sun-filled
sky and the warm
ocean water, the new
collection by the internationally renowned

BUZZ
WORD
Wellington Global this year
has a second presence at
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference, with
the introduction of BeeBio
– the Manuka honey and
bee venom skincare brand.
This decisive acceleration
for BeeBio into travel retail
comes after a successful
launch onboard Singapore
Airlines in March, with
significant recent confirmations on Cathay Pacific and
Hong Kong Air also due to
launch this exciting brand.
Together with Wellington
Global, BeeBio is planning
on implementing a focused

travel retail strategy that
satisfies the needs of
the travelling consumer,
including the launch of
bespoke, innovative products
for travel retail, like the
new Luxury Travel Pack
featuring Venomenous
Active Manuka Honey &
Bee Venom Face Masque,
Eye Crème and Royal Jelly
Facial Crème. BeeBio offers
natural, organic products,
and this offering is exactly
what consumers are looking
for as they strive to find
alternatives to chemicals
and invasive treatments.
BeeBio ingredients are
independently scientifically
proven as highly bioactive,
regenerating skin cells by as
much as 80%.

Basement 2
N32

creator of high-fashion
jewellery puts a tropical
spin on summer. Ethnic
patterns and ornamental openwork are
reimagined as graphic
palm leaves and intricate latticework, crafted
from cool sterling
silver or glowing 14ct
gold and embellished
with shimmering
stones. Snake rings
and charms slither

seductively across
sun-kissed skin,
glistening with clear
and coloured stones.
Celebrate contemporary design and traditional craftsmanship,
and step into the
moment with these
precious mementos
of getaways past,
present and future.
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CHERISHED TIME
China’s premier watch
brand FIYTA is debuting its
2015 collections at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference.
The FIYTA Mastercraft
Collection embodies FIYTA’s
professional manufacturing spirit. Primarily using
tourbillon movements,
special case structure,
enamel, gold engraving
and other technologies,
it showcases historical
heritage with sustainable
innovation. Several new

SOFT
AND
SILKY
The original oil-infused
hair care, Moroccanoil
Treatment’s versatile,
nourishing and residuefree formula can be used
as a conditioning, styling
and finishing tool to help

products in this collection
are being launched this
year. The limited edition
Mastercraft Collection 12
Zodiac Sign Animal Head
watch is exquisite and
elegant, with rose gold
casing and a special case
cover that opens when
pressed at the 3 o’clock
position, revealing 12
engraved gold Yuan Ming
Yuan zodiac animal heads
inlaid in the enamel disk.
In the 3D-Timekeeping
Modern Watch, FIYTA

transform and repair hair
with proteins for strength;
fatty acids, omega-3 oils
and vitamins for shine; and
antioxidants for protection. It
absorbs instantly to fill gaps
in the hair created by heat,
styling and environmental
damage, and at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference is being highlighted
in its 50ml Traveler size
– perfect for reviving tired
tresses on the go.
Moroccanoil Dry Body Oil,
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continues to explore the
art of horology, this time
innovating time display
technology, creatively
upgrading traditional the
two-dimensional display
into a three-dimensional
display. You can check the
time using the watch in
the normal position, or by
looking at the scale from
the side at the 6 o’clock
position. The Aeronautics Collection – inspired
by mankind’s endless
exploration of space, and

the Extreme Collection of
spectacular sports influenced timepieces will also
be showcased in Singapore.

Basement 2
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meanwhile, delivers instant
moisture that achieves soft,
silky results. Moroccanoil
Dry Body Oil infuses skin
with the antioxidant-rich,
nourishing properties of
argan, olive and avocado
oils. The weightless formula
absorbs quickly to lock in
moisture, while essential
fatty acids soothe dry areas
and improve overall skin
texture and tone.
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REACH
IRRESISTIBLE CHOCOLATE FOR
THE
STARS

BLOCK
PARTY
LEGO Travel Retail is
showcasing the best
selling novelties from
the first half of this year
at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference,
including favourites from

LINDT of Switzerland is
showcasing highlights
from its travel retail exclusive portfolio at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference. The company’s strong presence at
this year’s event underscores its commitment to
building market share in
this dynamic yet diverse
region, and builds on its
considerable progress in
Asia in recent months.
The Asian spring launch
of the striking pink
LINDOR Limited Edition
Spring tube will be
followed with the Asian
debut of the bright
turquoise Summer/
Autumn tube. The

popular 400g tubes
contain LINDOR chocolate balls in six flavours
chosen to complement
the season, including two
new recipes – coconut
and strawberry cream.
LINDT is also highlighting the suitability of its
ranges as gifts. Its selection of Swiss Pralines is
described as the perfect
premium gift for chocolate connoisseurs and
enthusiasts of dark and
milk pralines. The Praline
selection is offered in
a range of formats and
sizes to suit different
traveller’s budgets.

well-known product lines
such as LEGO DUPLO,
LEGO City, LEGO Creator,
LEGO Friends and LEGO
Ninjago.
The LEGO DUPLO
products for toddlers
contribute perfectly
to the start of a life
filled with creativity
and endless fun. These
oversized bricks are
designed to fit small
hands in an ideal way,

and in January of this
year the LEGO DUPLO
Airport product was
launched – a great match
for travel retail.
The popular Ninjago
story continues with
high-action tales that
children love, featuring ancient traditions
and ninjas fighting new
villains. LEGO Ninjago
offers a diverse assortment including vehicles,
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enhanced with stunning
18ct gold plate. The
designs display expertly
cut cubic zirconia stones
in a variety of shapes and
sizes, along with sparkling
Austrian crystals to give
dazzling shine. A romantic
theme runs through each
collection, which feature
interlocking castings,
hearts and kisses.

while the nose possesses
the typical fruity and
floral scent of Prosecco.
The taste is harmonious,
elegant, persistent, and has
a good balance between a
rich texture and pleasant
mineral notes.
Bottega Stardust stands out

spectacularly thanks to its
attractive packaging – its
traditional dark green glass
is entirely covered by tiny
crystals, bringing to mind a
sky full of stars.
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helicopters, dragons
and temples, all of
which guarantee great
play experiences. LEGO
Ninjago is the smash hit
for kids aged 7-9, and
will be a safe choice for
gift givers. An attractive
travel retail range can
now be found in duty free
shops worldwide.
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MATTERS OF TIME

SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL
UK-based Buckley Jewellery is launching a covetable collection of pieces by
its award-winning brand
Buckley London at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference. The new
Spring/Summer range
features warm hues of
rose gold, a key trend for
2015, contrasted perfectly
against cool rhodium and

Bottega Stardust is a
sparkling Prosecco Dry
DOC, obtained by the
vinification of Glera grapes
– grown on the Valdobbiadene hills of the Prosecco
region. With a rich, creamy,
persistent foam and a fine
perlage, Stardust plays
the leading role in the
stellar line-up of premium
creations being showcased
by Bottega S.p.A at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference. It is brilliant
straw yellow in colour,

Among the many exciting new ranges to be
unveiled will be the Ice
Cube collection, which
is inspired by the clean
geometric lines of princess
cut stones – beautiful in its
simplicity. The collection
of pendant, bracelet, ring
and earrings shines with
neat rows of clear cubic
zirconias, carefully hand
set into a polished rose
gold plated casting. Adding
a touch of spring sparkle
to the range, meanwhile,
is the beautiful Millgrain
crossover style. With a
vintage-inspired millgrain
edge and crossover shape,
the collection perfectly
marries the contemporary
with the traditional.
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Among the fresh, creative
designs and innovatory
brands being showcased by
Fortune Concept at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference are attractive
timepieces by edgy lifestyle
brand Police. The GAMBIT
model exudes masculinity
with its sturdy yet oversized
stainless-steel case and
bracelet, framing a chronograph dial embellished with
the brand’s iconic ‘P’. The
sporty unisex multifunction watch by the Italian
brand, meanwhile, boasts
an IP black stainless-steel
case with black dial, a
uni-direction bezel and a
polished IP black bracelet,
and the ILLUSION watch
breaks boundaries with
its eclectic detailing and a
black ion plated casing that
highlights the dual time
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function and blue laser
crystal display.
From the house of Swiss
Military comes the FLAGSHIP
timepiece – a Swiss-made
chronograph that is a
highlight of the range. In a
stainless steel case and an

integrated steel bracelet, with
white functional dial, black
bezel and sapphire crystal,
the FLAGSHIP is a timepiece
to treasure.
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NEW PRODUCTS

STATE-OF-THEART SKINCARE
MTG is a Japanese
manufacturer of innovative and novel beauty
products that lead the
trend of combining beauty
gadgets into the skincare
routine. It specialises in
optimal home-use luxury
beauty devices and
skincare products
to improve
wrinkles and
sagging skin
on the face and
body, for women
and men of all ages
who wish to maintain an
ageless beauty.
At TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference – for the first time
at any exhibition – MTG
presents the ReFa beauty
roller series, and the
range of products created
in collaboration with
global super star striker
Cristiano Ronaldo.
MTG’s innovative, unique

beauty items have to be
experienced to be believed
– for in MTG products,
you can see the future of
skincare.
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SMILE AND SPEND
Mars International
Travel Retail (MITR)
promises to be the
stand where the most
selfies are taken during
TFWA Asia Pacific

Exhibition & Conference, as it continues
to promote its mantra
that ‘a smiling traveller
is a spending traveller’. As always, M&M’s

characters will create
a focal point for the
stand, where buyers
can see a number of
innovations, as well as
viewing MITR’s latest

merchandising units
and activation plans
for 2015.
MITR is launching
new presentations for
Skittles and Extra in
Singapore. Meanwhile,
the new M&M’s mugs
are expected to be
highly popular in Asian
markets. Available with
either the Red or Yellow
M&M’s character, each
mug features a snappy
quote and includes a
45g packet of M&M’s
Choco.
A key summer promotion is the M&M’s Travel
Neck Pillow gift with
purchase. It is available
in five colours, representing the famous
M&M’s characters.
MITR has also introduced new modular
displays for M&M’s;
similar units are available for Galaxy, Snickers,
or combined M&M’s and
Snickers, for a multibrand attraction.
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What’s your favourite

Break?
in Singapore

Have a break, have a KitKat.®

NEW PRODUCTS

TELLING
THE TIME
Jacques Farel Kids
is launching new and
unique children watch
gift sets at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition &
Conference – each
designed with travel
retail in mind. The
new sets combine
the perfect children’s
watch, developed to
help young people
to learn to read
the time, with a
time-teaching
dial featuring
To and Past
and Hour
and Minute
hands, and a
time teaching
booklet. The
set also comes
with an adorable
3D passport holder,
as well as an aircraft
luggage tag, making it
an ideal gift and well
suited for travel retail.

These sets are available
in Unisex, Boys and
Girls varieties.
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GOING
FAR
The Autumn Winter
2015 collection by the
UK’s leading premium
handbag and accessories brand Radley
celebrates its ongoing
love affair with bold
hues and beautifully blended colour
palettes. Using a
combination of exceptional leathers and
subtle details, its bold
array of bags transform a simple outfit
into a simply perfect
work of art, and are
being showcased in
Radley’s debut at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference.
Radley has a strong
brand presence and
premium personalised
positioning in over 30
key UK airport terminals, and is currently
the number one
performing accessories

brand with WDFG. The
brand is experiencing
a growing international
presence across
airport, inflight and
cruise ship channels,
working with key travel
retail partners such
as WDFG, Heinemann
Nuance, Aelia, Tourvest
and DFASS. “We have
developed new product
ranges with a key
focus on travel, with
both travel retail and
inflight exclusives,”
said Rohanne Campbell,
Radley’s Travel Retail
Manager. “This, along
with working with key
strategic partners, has
enabled us to grow the
travel retail business
across all three
channels.”
In March 2015 Radley
went onboard Emirates
with the travel retail
exclusive On Safari
leather passport cover.
The brand has also
developed an inflight
exclusive canvas tote
pack with DFASS which,
along with an inflight

exclusive woollen
snood, is performing
well onboard Virgin, and
has already developed
another new canvas tote
pack for future listings.
Radley has also recently
announced a key new
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partnership with Gebr.
Heinemann, with its
inflight exclusive collection onboard Monarch,
Thomson and Thomas
Cook.
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Modern fashion accessories with a retro
twist, clearly inspired by the 60’s and the
glorious days of the Lambretta scooters.

Welcome to
Stand H30
CapELLa INDUSTRIES
LAMBRETTAWATCHES.COM
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DISNEY,
DINOS AND
DESTINATION
At this year’s TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference, Perfetti
Van Melle is focusing
on regional favourites
Chupa Chups and Mentos,
with new lines and with

impulse purchasing top of
the agenda.
The Chupa Chups Animal
Plush Backpack range of
Monkey, Crocodile and
Frog, is joined by a friendly
pink Dino. Each backpack



includes a Chupa Chups
lollipop, held by the
animal in question. The
Mega Chups, meanwhile,
are being offered with a
travel-orientated limited
edition wrapper, featuring
iconic sights including
Big Ben, Catedral de
Barcelona, Taj Mahal,
Leaning Tower of Pisa, etc.
Retailers are also being
offered destination-specific
wrappers, such as London,
Mexico and Spain.
The new Mentos Gum Nano
bottles are available with
five mini bottles of fresh
flavours – Fresh Mint,
Spearmint, Euca Menthol,
Bubble Mint, and Lime
Mint. The Mentos Gum
Gift Pack is expected to be
particularly popular in Asia.
With the Disney Minnie
Mouse licence now added
to the Chupa Chups
portfolio, Perfetti Van
Melle is also highlighting
its new fun and colourful
collection featuring this
classic cartoon character.
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NEW PRODUCTS

GOOD ENOUGH TO EAT
Intrinsically French
ladies’ accessories
brand Lollipops Paris
is highlighting its most
popular creations within
the Asia market at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference.
The designer of headturning bags, wallets,
shoes, jewellery,
umbrellas and cosmetics
is distinguished by its
originality, sparkling
colours and vibrant
personality. Established

in France in 1994, Lollipops Paris’ sought-after
designs can now be found
all over the world, on sale
in Europe, Asia, Middle
East and North America.
Especially popular with the
brand’s Asia following is the
edgily embellished Gardenia collection in vibrant
shades and original shapes.
Also in the spotlight in
Singapore is the Lollipops
Paris make-up line. The
Lollipops Paris boudoir
cosmetics universe is an

array of products with
luxury formulas, that are
paraben and preservative
free, made in France and
available at attractive
prices. At the heart of the
collection is the iconic
Kiss my Lips lipstick with
skincare formula and
girly design, and the Paris
palette with pop-up lid and
gorgeous shades for all
day beauty.
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Break free from
category restrictions.
Compact products for
travel convenience.

Contact us for beauty POS solutions: Klaus Mellin • mellin.k@pg.com • www.braun.com/global

NEW PRODUCTS

A JEWELLERY
DYNASTY

Alongside its compelling
recently launched skincare
brand BeeBio, Wellington
Global will be showcasing the collections of its
beloved Pica LéLa brand
of sophisticated fashion
jewellery. Its newest line,
the Dynasty collection,
reflects a change in mood

for the brand, featuring
an array of subtle yet
contemporary pieces that
find beauty in asymmetry
– with designs incorporating irregular shapes,
whilst experimenting with
different playful designs.
A fluid collection for every
season, its design details
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include clear crystal and
mother of pearl as the
underpinning elements.
Rose gold sets the tone by
seamlessly yet strikingly
bringing a contemporary
approach to traditional
components.
The success of the Queen of
Hearts necklace, as featured
onboard Korean Air from
October last year, and the
Kayla necklace, currently
featured on board Singapore
Airlines, have inspired the
charming collection, which
offers consumers the
chance to make expressive
pairings and influence their
style by creating their own
edge and sets.
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BEAR NECESSITIES
A delicate and diverse
selection of jewels in
18ct gold and sterling
silver combined with
cultured freshwater
pearls or colorful
enamels have turned the
carefully curated new
collection by TOUS into
the very embodiment of
the chic Spanish jewellery designer. With its
iconic bear leitmotiv
featuring within each
of its jewellery pieces,
TOUS’s vision is to
communicate not only
the tenderness of
the bear but also the
capacity of the brand

WIND DOWN
An uplifting massage
can undoubtedly help
one rest and unwind.
Massage is now
commonly considered
part of alternative
medicine – progressively
being offered along with
standard treatments
for a varied range of

medical conditions and
situations – and more and
more individuals enjoy
pampering themselves
with massages to reduce
stress, pain and muscle
tension. But not everyone
is able to take the time
to enjoy the restorative
effects of massage,

A SMURFS
SUMMER
Neuhaus is launching
a new Smurfs collection for travel retail this
summer. To reinforce the
brand’s Belgian heritage, Neuhaus values
collaboration with 100%
Belgian artists. Neuhaus
has created an exclusive
Smurf travel box, containing 24 crispy Smurf
pralines with an updated
filling. The chocolates
are filled with crackling
milk chocolate and
cookies, which it is
says will create true
fireworks in your
mouth.
Big Smurf,
Smurfette, Brainy
Smurf, and
Jokey Smurf, are

immortalised in these milk
chocolate pralines. They
are packed in a wonderful
keepsake box, using two
different visuals on each
side of the travel case.
The Smurfs collection
will be ready for shipment
from mid-June 2015.
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GIFTING FOCUS
Recognising the importance of gifting within
travel retail, International
Beverage is showcasing its
most beautifully packaged
brands at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.
Covetable gift packs are the
focus, with a range of new
designs, special gift cartons
and travel retail exclusives.
The new look Hankey
Bannister – International
Beverage’s award-winning
blended Scotch whisky
– features a striking new
carton design. The new gift
packs have been created for
the two core expressions –
Hankey Bannister Original
and Hankey Bannister 12
Year Old (100cl). The new
designs are evocative of
Hankey Bannister & Co.’s
250 years of heritage in

London’s celebrated West
End, while reflecting the
superb quality and taste of
the whisky.
Meanwhile, an exclusive
new Thai travel retail
pack for Phraya – a luxury
rum – is being displayed.
Distilled, matured, blended
and bottled in Thailand,
Phraya’s new packs encase
the brand’s distinctive goldcased bottle inside a sleek
gilt and wooden box.
Also being presented is
an exclusive new 100cl
travel retail gift pack from
Caorunn, the company’s
super-premium small
batch gin, handcrafted from
five locally foraged and six
traditional gin botanicals.
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to innovate in different
materials and with stateof-the-art technologies.
TOUS is a multiproduct
brand, and in Singapore is highlighting a
capsule range of the
brand’s most characteristic bags, elegant

watches and the newest
sunglasses, to complete
a magnificent selection
that exposes the unique
savoir-faire that has
characterised TOUS for
the last 30 years.

which is why Pañpuri is
unveiling five of its newest
Massage-On-The-Go
Kits at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference
– perfect companions
for the rejuvenation of
the body and the mind.
Designed to provide DIY,
instant tension relief at
one’s desk, in a traffic
jam, or on a plane, each
Massage-On-The-Go
Kit features indulgent
massage oil, coupled

with the Eastern Touch
Massage Tool. Available
in calming Lavender &
Vanilla, refreshing
Clementine & Patchouli,
uplifting Siamese Water,
soothing Indochine and
awakening Scarlet Rouge
varieties, each Pañpuri
Massage-On-The-Go Kit
rewards the hardworking body and soul with a
sanctuary of calm.
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CUTTING-EDGE
At this year’s TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference Braun is introducing some of its latest
innovations in personal
grooming including, after
more than five years of
development, Series 9
shavers. This new shaver
generation ensures the
best skin comfort, thanks
to the world’s most efficient
shaving performance, 40%
increased contact area and
29% less pressure on the
skin compared to Series
7. Alongside it, the world’s
most trusted epilation brand
has set a new standard
of excellence with the
introduction of Silk-épil
9. Featuring a multitude
of design innovations,
Silk-épil 9 epilators provide
the quickest and most
precise results yet. Curved

ONTHE
SUNNY
SIDE
Pioneering sunglasses
specialist Luxottica is
presenting its portfolio of sought-after
brands at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition &
Conference – including
iconic eyewear creator
Ray-Ban, which in its
2015-2016 collection
is revisiting its origins,
with variations on some
of the most distinctive,
unique sunglasses ever
created. For the very
first time, the legendary
Ray-Ban Clubmaster
model has been reproduced in exquisite wood.

geometry delivers closer
skin contact and ensures a
thorough epilation, while the
40% wider head removes
more hair in one stroke for
faster epilation with wider,
longer and deeper tweezers
that remove even the shortest hairs.
Also being showcased is
the Satin Hair Brush, with
natural bristles for medium
to fine hair. At the touch of
a button the brush releases
millions of ions to give

noticeably more shine and
reduce frizz from the first
stroke for instant smoothness. The new Satin Hair
PowerPerfection collection,
meanwhile, consists of four
ultra-powerful, compact
and ultra-light hairdryers
which combine an optimum
drying temperature with
high air volume for a fast
and effortless finish.

The natural material
of the frame is offset
by rubber, guaranteeing maximum comfort,
extreme flexibility and
optimum resistance.
Available in three varieties, the vintage, authentic Clubmaster vibe is
given a modern touch – in
maple wood with brown
rubber and lenses, cherry
wood with blue rubber
and grey-blue lenses,
and walnut wood with
green rubber and lenses.
The Fall/Winter
2015-2016 Michael
Kors eyewear collection captures the
sophisticated style and
cutting-edge craftsmanship that defines the
brand. Inspired by the
designer’s signature
jet-set sensibility, this
collection of sun and
optical styles showcases

a variety of designs, from
cool cat-eye shapes to
sporty aviators, vintageinspired frames and
more.
The spotlight also shines
on Dolce & Gabbana’s
Summer 2015 eyewear
collection, inspired
by the patterns and
colours that stem from
the Spanish influence
in Sicily. This year’s
limited edition ‘Spain
in Sicily’ frames have a
Spanish spirit and take
their inspiration from
the traditional combs
that secure the veils of
flamenco dancers, whilst
marquetry embodies
the craftsmanship and
attention to detail so
synonymous with the
Italian fashion industry.
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NOMOPHOBIA ?
*

*Nomophobia is the fear of a mobile phone not working

WORLD TRAVEL ADAPTERS

COUNTRY TRAVEL ADAPTERS

USB CHARGERS

BATTERIES
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SKROSS KEEPS YOUR
SMARTPHONE ENERGIZED
See our brand new batteries – sleek, powerful and essential
RELOAD 5 & RELOAD 12
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference
Singapore, Marina Bay Sands, booth #C4

SKROSS.COM
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NEW PRODUCTS

AWARDWINNING
SPIRITS
The Wild Geese Premium
Rum journeys to
Singapore for TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference coasting
on a wave of success.
A star performer in the
multi-award winning The
Wild Geese Collection
of Caribbean Rums,
the intense, bright
gold blend of rums
earlier this spring
won a silver medal at
the prestigious Global
Rum Masters 2015. The
Wild Geese Premium
Rum is an extension of
The Wild Geese Irish
Whiskey range. “The
essence of The Wild
Geese brand identity is
the heritage, pride and

emotional connection
that resonates historically
and today among the
Irish diaspora the world
over,” said André Levy,
Chairman of Protégé
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International, exclusive
global distributor of
The Wild Geese Collection.
“The story of the Wild
Geese is a story not of
failure, separation and
sadness, but of determination, unity and success.
Capturing that in a glass
is what we have striven
to do, and the results
are there for everyone to
see – and taste.” Already
much attention has been
drawn to the distinctive,
eye-catching labelling of
The Wild Geese Premium
Rum. “The skull on the
label glows under black
light and serves as a
beacon of resilience,” Levy
explained. “The skull is a
representation of pirates,
and many people don’t
know this, but about 15%
of pirates in the Caribbean
were actually Irish,”
he revealed.
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TREASURE
TROVE
Traveller’s Trove is
presenting its appetising
new products and enticing new brands at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference. Bruyerre
has produced fine quality
Belgian chocolates since
1909 and, as one of the
oldest creators of Belgian
chocolate, remains loyal
to the values that define
its family business – tradition, creativity, premium
positioning, artisanal
methods and quality.
Having redesigned its
entire range in recent
years, Bruyerre’s 2015
offer is further enhanced
by the introduction of the
new Grand Place Tin. A
faithful reproduction of
the façade of Bruyerre’s
flagship store on Brussels’

famous
Grand Place
reinforces
the Belgian
heritage of
the brand.
New to the
duty-free
channel,
Biscuiterie
Desobry
offers a wide range of
quality Belgian biscuits
smothered in real Belgian
chocolate – “The best of
both worlds” since 1947.
A family-owned business,
Desobry’s quality is
recognised in Belgium and
in a growing number of
markets across the globe.
To underpin its international growth and contribute to the strong ongoing
development of the biscuit

CHOCOLATE
INNOVATIONS
Mondelez World Travel
Retail is presenting several
new product innovations
at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.
These include the launch of
Toblerone Tiny Mono-flavor
Bags 296g. Three new
variants are being launched
in a travel retail exclusive
format – Milk, White and
Dark – complementing the

WWF
PLUSH TOYS
Travel Retail Experts is
exhibiting an enchanting lifelike collection of
WWF Plush toys at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference.
Nature’s beauty and
people’s wellbeing are
under severe threat. The
goal of the international
organisation World Wide
Fund for Nature (WWF) is
to stop the degradation

of the world’s natural
environment, and to build
a future in which humans
live in harmony with
nature.
Every purchase of a Plush
toy also includes a contribution to the WWF, which
helps to safeguard these
magnificent creatures and
their habitats.
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existing Toblerone Tiny Mixed
Bag. A new bag design is
also intended to provide even
greater on-shelf presence.
Also exclusive to travel
retail is Toblerone Crushed
Corn 400g, which combines
original Swiss milk
chocolate with almond and
honey nougat, and pieces of
roasted corn.
The Oreo Cookie Case 154g
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a collectible and reusable
case. Also from Oreo is
the White Chocolate Gift
328g – classic Oreo cookies
covered in indulgent white
chocolate – which builds
on the success of the Oreo
Chocolate Gift 328g.
Meanwhile, the latest innovation in the Milka family is the
Milka Choco & Wafer 300g
tablet, combining Alpine
milk chocolate with a layer
of wafer filled with hazelnut
cream and caramelised
hazelnut pieces.

is a distinctive new product,
exclusive to travel retail,
combining Oreo cookies in

AROMATIC
COGNACS
Belvedere Group is
exhibiting its portfolio
of brands, including
GAUTIER Cognac, founded
in 1755. GAUTIER offers
exceptionally round
and delicately aromatic
cognacs, which are aged
in carefully selected
French oak barrels, in
humid cellars uniquely
located above the Osme
river in Aigre.

segment in the duty free
channel, Biscuiterie
Desobry has developed
a range of affordable gift
boxes to delight the travelling consumer. The wide
product offer begins with
entry-price formats such
as casual gifts, through to
luxurious gift collections
to suit every occasion.

GAUTIER is showcasing its
XO Cognac Pinar del Rio,
an outstanding cigar blend
created in collaboration
with the legendary Cuban
cigar master blender
Alejandro Robaina. This
XO Cognac is crafted from
old eaux-de-vie from the
Paradise Cellar, especially
for cigar aficionados. It is
described as rich, complex
and aromatic, with vanilla,
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dried fruit and woody notes.
From its classic range,
GAUTIER is highlighting
XO Gold & Blue – a blend
of old eaux-de-vie with
a round, full body. It has a
golden amber colour and
floral aromas, with hints of
toast and cinnamon.
Also being presented are
Extra 1755 – a special blend
crafted from old eaux-devie, including some from the
Paradise Cellar; and EDEN
– a marriage of the oldest
and most precious eaux-devie from the Paradise Cellar.
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SWEET SUMMER
Leonidas has created a
limited edition collection
of delicious pralines
in light, fruity flavours,
which is designed to be
enjoyed during the long
lazy days of summer. The
new collection is being
showcased at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference, where the
brand is making its debut
appearance.
The Leonidas Summer

Selection contains 16
pralines with 14 different fillings, including
‘Delice’ – milk chocolate
filled with coconut cream,
‘Irrésistible Fondant’ –
dark chocolate filled with
smooth strawberry cream
(limited edition flavour),
‘Floranger’ – ganache
with dark chocolate and
orange blossom, ‘Coeur
Framboise’ – white
chocolate raspberry

VENETIAN SOUL
The Merchant Of Venice is
a high-end perfumery line,
with conceptual origins
in Venice and Venetian
history. The collection
of fragrances, being
presented by Mavive at
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference, emphasises the ancestral role

of Venice in the world’s
perfumery tradition, and
takes its inspiration from
the ancient Republic, its
renowned craftsmanship
and its century-old trade
with the East.
Inspired by Mude, or
the sea convoys of
Venetian merchants in



NEW PRODUCTS

heart with a creamy
raspberry filling, and
‘Perle Pistache’ – white
chocolate pearl with white
chocolate pistachio filling,
decorated with dark
chocolate.
The Summer Selection
gift box is artistically
decorated in bright
sweet-pea colours,
reminiscent of summer
fruits and the natural
freshness of Leonidas
confectionery.

Basement 2
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the early Renaissance,
The Merchant Of Venice’s
Murano collection features
six fragrances – each
representative of an area of
the Mediterranean region.

The scents are presented
in stunning bottles, created
to emulate the designs of
the ancient artworks of
Murano island’s master
glass blowers, and each

bottle expertly reflects
the beauty of handmade
Murano artworks. Within,
the accords are a rich
mélange of enthralling
fragrance – from the rich

floral bouquet of Floral
Fusion, warm and elegant
notes of Byzantium Saffron
and smooth sensuality of
Noble Potion, to the citrus
freshness of Mandarin
carnival, delicate seductiveness of Suave Petal
and spicy contrast of Asian
Inspirations, each is an
olfactory voyage into the
heritage of scent.
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AUTHENTIC
ACCORDS
The increased interest
in and development of
‘niche’ fragrance brands
within travel retail has
inspired Perfumer’s
Workshop International
(PWI) to expand its focus
on the category. Exhibiting for the first time

factory in Drachten, is truly
‘Made in Holland’.
To emphasise the Dutch
heritage of both companies,
the famous Delft blue print
is used on the packaging.
The Holland Heritage comes
with a separate trimmer
and cleansing brush, and
can be used cordlessly
for up to 50 minutes.
This 9000-shaver uses
V-track precision blades,
especially designed to
follow a man’s every
contour for the perfect
shave. Making this product
even more appealing to
Capi’s consumers is the
addition of a stylish toiletry

bag made by Philips
specifically for this edition.
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MacDuff International’s
historic Scotch whisky
brand Grand Macnish
enjoyed notable success
at the recent Ultimate
Spirits Challenge 2015.
All four expressions of
Grand Macnish entered
into the competition
achieved scores of over 90
points. “We are delighted
at how consistently well
Grand Macnish performed
across the portfolio. It was
particularly pleasing to
see Grand Macnish Black
Edition gaining such great
recognition so soon after
its launch,” Alan Burns,
MacDuff International

Marketing Manager, said.
Grand Macnish Black
Edition is a darker expression of the classic blend.
It takes the traditional
Grand Macnish sweetness and rounded flavour
and adds a more intense
oaky and smoky finish.
The individual malt and
grain whiskies that make
up the blend are aged in
charred bourbon casks to
intensify the flavour. Grand
Macnish Original has been
in continuous production
since its birth in 1863,
making it one of the oldest
blended Scotches still on
the market today.

FRAGRANCE
FULL THROTTLE

ONE TO WATCH
Zeon Ltd will for the first
time exhibit its premium
watch lines at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference, and will be
introducing its sought
after international brands
Barbour, Braun, Vivienne
Westwood and Ingersoll
to the travel retail

industry in Singapore.
Inspiration for the design
of Barbour watches comes
from the influences inherent to the Barbour brand –
the British countryside and
outdoor pursuits, motorcycles and life on the open
road. Barbour timepieces
fuse British style with iconic

willing to invest in terms of
both space and brand offer.
This is a great opportunity
for us.”
The Amouroud collection
contains a wide range
of new and innovative
fragrances, all with a
strong, long-lasting
character. The stunning
packaging in rich black and
gold is both eye-catching
and engaging.

Level 1 U11

OAKY AND SMOKY

DOUBLE DUTCH
Capi – The Travellers
Electronics Company, and
market leader in electronics
retail at airports, is launching a new limited edition
shaver in conjunction with
Philips, and is introducing
the state-of-the-art device
to the travel retail industry at
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference. With
the introduction of Philips’
9000-series shavers, Capi
and Philips have teamed up
to create a unique edition
especially for airport travellers – the Holland Heritage
Shaver. This special airport
edition, manufactured in
the Netherlands at Philips’

at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference
this year, the company
is launching Amouroud
to regional buyers after
first showcasing the
collection of fragrances at
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference in 2014. “We

have watched the growth
of ‘niche’ fragrances in the
US with interest – in 2013
this segment grew by 25%
compared to 4% for all
other prestige fragrance
lines – and the trend
continues at a growing
rate,” explained PWI
founder Donald Bauchner.
“The travel retail category
has been slower to see this
emerging trend but we now
see that this is changing,
with some retailers clearly

Following the success of
the original and futurist
Mercedes-Benz Club
fragrance, Mercedes-Benz
Perfume wanted to go
even further, and without

denying its fundamental
values of excellence and
luxury. Presented by INCC
Parfums, Mercedes-Benz
Perfume has this time
created a unique concept

– the exclusive cooperation
with the most talented
Firmenich Master Perfumers. Mercedes-Benz VIP Club
is the first perfume collection
by five Master Perfumers.

brand elements including
the ring pull zipper, tweeds
and waxed cottons, and
earthy colourways, for a
distinctive look that drills
deep into the DNA of the
Barbour brand.
Vivienne Westwood,
meanwhile, is one of the
last truly independent
fashion companies within
the international arena.
With a design record that
began with punk rock in the
1970s, Vivienne Westwood’s

designs have had significant cultural impacts far
beyond the world of
fashion. The first Braun
alarm clocks and watches
were produced in 1971, and
serve as a basis for present
day Braun Time design,
which brings the best
attributes from the design
in Braun’s past forward to
the present day and beyond,
while it is from its humble
beginnings in 1892 that the
Ingersoll Watch Company

draws its creative power.
Zeon Ltd acquired the
Ingersoll brand in 1989
and has stayed true to the
company’s founding vision
– to produce a timepiece
that everyone could afford –
always incorporating
the latest trends in the
watch market and now
selling in 50 countries over
five continents.
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The collection is defined
by five distinctive olfactory
indulgences, each with their
own style and personality:
Energetic Aromatic by Annie
Buzantian; Pure Woody
by Harry Fremony; Black
Leather by Honorine Blanc;
Infinite Spicy by Olivier
Cresp; and Addictive Oriental
by Alberto Morillas.
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FALL IN
LOVE
Autumn colours and cute
animal motifs feature
strongly in the new
collection for Fall/Winter
2015-16 by French accessories brand Tintamar,
which will be showcased
at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.
The brand, known
internationally for its
collections of ‘intelligent
daily bags’, has dressed
its collection in a palette
inspired by nature and

the countryside, including
robin red, lake, oak, fog
grey, wild berry and forest
green, with a multicolour
print in autumn leaf
colours. Childhood wildlife
favourites like the owl and
the sheep are recurring
motifs, while there is also
occasional use of feathers, furs and sheepskin.
Bestselling lines reappear
this season in the new
colour scheme, such as
the VIP organiser pouch,
the In&Out organiser
handbag, the reversible Duo Bag, the Vanity
toiletries bag and the
latest Mood Bag with
interchangeable linings.



New to the collection this
season – and a permanent
addition to the range – is
the Tintamar Mini Vanity,
a ‘fashionable, functional,
fun and French’ miniversion of the brand’s
popular ladies’ Vanity Bag.
The Tintamar Mini Vanity
is offered in black, red,
taupe and fuchsia pink
and also in a whimsical,
on-trend owl print on
black or tan background.
Also available with this
season’s limited edition
owl motif is the Tintamar
Pluribag, a multi-way
bag serving as a duffle
or crossover bag thanks
to a smart trick of two

NEW PRODUCTS

foldable handles and a
convertible webbing strap.
Another new feature of
the autumn collection is
a black patent version of
the Tintamar Mood Bag,
which was launched last
season in black or natural
leather. This luxurious tote
bag has a removable nylon
clutch bag visible inside in
a choice of seven contrasting block colours and
four patterns, meaning
fashion-conscious ladies
can simply switch the
inner bag to reflect their
mood and their outfit.
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ALTERNATIVE LUXURY
Deau Cognac is exhibiting at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference
for the first time. It is
positioning itself as “a
real alternative” to the
better-known brands

currently available in
travel retail, in terms
of look, quality and
positioning.
Deau began to market
under its own label in
2012. In just three years,

the core range of six
Cognacs: Collection
VS, VSOP, Napoleon,
XO, Black, and Louis
Memory, has won
numerous awards.
The beautiful

cellars; and Deau La Vie
en Or, which stands for
‘the life in gold’.
Also perfect for travel
retail are two tasting
boxes, enabling consumers to try either three or
all six of the main Deau
Cognac expressions.

sail-shaped decanters
also give the range
a luxury appeal and
positioning.
Deau is able to compete
at the very top end of
the market with its Deau
Cognac Privilège – a
unique blend of Cognacs
selected by its Master
Blender and slowly
matured in five ageing
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF FLIGHT
An exciting collection of
essential travel retail
products inspired by the
golden age of travel is
winging its way to TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference – each
fashionably forged by
BagTag Design’s creative
team of contemporary
designers.
The glamour of air travel

in the 50s and 60s has
been instilled within
each of the products
in the BagTag Design
Flying Back range, being
presented in Singapore
by Socatec – the collection casting back a
glance to the days when
flying was an event
and airlines treated it
accordingly, infusing

boundless style and
luxury into the travel
environment. The golden
age of flying was an era
of sumptuous design, a
time in which the flying
experience – from the
visual look of the cabin to
the stewards’ uniforms
and silverware – was
imagined by some of the
best designers, and in

the Flying Back collection
the three-letter airport
codes and geographical
coordinates of popular
tourist destinations are
recreated with their own
graphic atmosphere
and unique colours, in
the aesthetic spirit of
the era. The collection
carries five items – a
classic European-made

porcelain mug; a wallet
in ultra-functional Tyvek
material; an anti-RFID
passport cover; an
iPhone 6 cover; and a
Revol Crumpled Cup
– each looking back to

a time when air travel
was treasured, exciting,
exotic, and something
never to be forgotten.
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CLEAR AS CRYSTAL
Globefill Inc., a privately
held Canadian company
with strong roots in
wines and white spirits,
is showcasing the striking, sophisticated Crystal
Head Vodka at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference. Produced in
Newfoundland, Canada,
Crystal Head launched in
the US in 2008 and is now
sold in over 42 countries

BAGS
OF
SILVER SKINNED STYLE
Lulu DK Tattoos’
captivating collections
of jewellery-inspired
metallic tattoos will be
turning heads at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference this year.
The allure and appeal of
jewellery and tattoos are
undoubtedly vibrant and
widespread trends within
modern culture, and with
the booming popularity
of both these expressions
of personal style, it only
seemed right to designer
Lulu de Kwiatkowski that
they should finally come
together. With a specific
direction to embody
jewellery, de Kwiatkowski
applied the artistic hand
for which she is known to
this, her latest endeavour,
and created a line of
intricate and fashionable
jewellery tattoos.
Her metallic gold, silver,
and coloured designs

come in a variety of
styles and tastes, ranging
from classic bracelets
and feminine florals to
edgy geometric designs
and bold prints. Lulu
DK Tattoos was the first
company to incorporate colour within the
shimmering gold and
silver designs, and collections now feature hues
such as turquoise, indigo,
sage, and white.
Lasting about four to six
days, in and out of water,
they are the perfect
addition – from day to
night, from the beach to
the cocktail party – and
have become the hottest
trending fashion accessory. Each collection of
Lulu DK Tattoos includes
two or three sheets with
five to 10 designs featured
on each.
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At the heart of Furla’s
FW15 Collection of
stunning handbags and
accessories for women,
the travel retail exclusive
Piper Medium Dome is
the modern and modish
homage to the brand’s
ever-popular Piper Bag.
Available in soft Ares

SWISS
SPIRIT
Lateltin is showcasing
its appetising array of
premium Swiss liquors at
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference, and
this year is relaunching
several exciting products
of the existing range. The
CRESTA Swiss Chocolate
Liqueur gift pack, which

around the world. The
multi-award winning,
ultra-premium vodka
was created by actor Dan
Aykroyd and renowned
artist John Alexander.
The vodka is filtered
through Herkimer
diamonds and is
completely additive-free
and gluten-free. Crystal
Head’s ultra-high quality,
award winning vodka,

skull-shaped package,
and price point give it a
unique edge and make
it a natural for travel
retail. Premium and
ultra-premium brands
continue to grow faster
than standard brands,
contributing to Crystal
Head’s popularity.

leather in Rose, new
Stucco and Storm colours,
the bag is designed to
inspire women everywhere,
and is further distinguished
by a special Furla charm
not found within the main
Furla collection, and an
internal plaque stating

that it is a ‘Limited Edition’
piece.
Alongside its vibrant and
playful bags, the Italian
luxury leathergoods
designer is highlighting
the powerful and colourful
mix of urban-chic styles
that comprise the Furla
footwear collection. Over
50 different designs come
together to create a multioccasion selection for fastpaced lifestyles – perfectly
embodying Furla’s core
values of Italian craftsmanship, creativity and innovation. Key materials include

was introduced last
year, has received an
update, now presented
in an even shinier tin box
with specially engraved
elements. CRESTA cream
liqueur is made with world
famous Swiss chocolate –
light and smooth with an
elegant, delicate finish.
Lateltin’s Swiss herbal
liqueur CHrütli Schwur
received excellent feedback
at last year’s exhibition,
and the company is now
adapting its label design,
adding the legendary
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‘Swiss’ to the product name
to emphasise its heritage
and the long tradition of the
technique. Carefully selected
Swiss alpine herbs such
as peppermint, thyme and
sage are at the heart of the
liqueur’s secret recipe in
which hints of tropical fruit
skins complement an exquisite harmony of flavours with
a bitter-sweet balance.
Also being highlighted in
Singapore is the young and
trendy ProVokant Swiss
Vodka and Gold Schnee
– the Swiss liqueur with

brushed calfskin, patent
leather, suede and calf hair
in both solid and animal
printed versions. From easy
flats and kitten-heels to
teetering heights, the pointy
toe rules. Heights call for
sensual stiletto heels, or
stack ones in contrasting
solids such as yellow, pink
or royal blue and, for the
more daring, in graphic
patterns or leopard spots
in white/pink and brown/
yellow combinations.
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gold flakes, in mandarin and
cinnamon flavours. Real
gold flakes give the liqueurs
an extra touch of luxury.
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EXHIBITOR LISTING ����
STAND NAME

LEVEL

STAND

SECTOR

TFWA MEMBERSHIP

3ART MODA/GRACE DESIGN – NEW....................................................................Basement 2....... B11.....................................................Jewellery / Watches......................................................
ABTEY CHOCOLATERIE – NEW............................................................................Basement 2....... D33.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
ACCOLADE WINES................................................................................................Basement 2....... N4................................................................ Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
AEON JEWELLERY – NEW....................................................................................Basement 2....... J34......................................................Jewellery / Watches......................................................
AGATHA PARFUMS PARIS – NEW................................................................................Level 1....... U9............................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................................
AGATHA PARIS......................................................................................................Basement 2....... G22.....................................................Jewellery / Watches......................................................
AGIO CIGARS.........................................................................................................Basement 2....... H9.......................................................................... Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
AKITA ELECTRONICS – NEW................................................................................Basement 2....... B4..................................................................... Electronics......................................................
ALEXANDER - BOTTEGA.......................................................................................Basement 2....... M9................................................................ Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
ALEXANDRE DE PARIS.........................................................................................Basement 2....... G23....................................................................Gifts / Toys.......................................MEMBER
ALG DISTRIBUTORS..............................................................................................Basement 2....... M25.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
ALISHAN...............................................................................................................Basement 2....... A25......................................................................... Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
ALTIMETRE – NEW...............................................................................................Basement 2....... A28.....................................................................Gifts / Toys......................................................
ANGELINI BEAUTY........................................................................................................Level 1....... S7................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
APTRA...........................................................................................................................Level 1....... R11............................................................................ Other......................................................
ARALDI 1930.........................................................................................................Basement 2....... H29.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
ARNOLD ANDRÉ / MAC BAREN...........................................................................Basement 2....... A27......................................................................... Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
ARTE MADRID.......................................................................................................Basement 2....... A21......................................................Jewellery / Watches.......................................MEMBER
BACARDI GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL......................................................................Basement 2....... D10.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
BACHE-GABRIELSEN / DUPUY COGNAC.............................................................Basement 2....... A10............................................................... Wine & Spirits......................................................
BARBARA RIHL.....................................................................................................Basement 2....... C12.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
BARDINET.............................................................................................................Basement 2....... L2................................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
BARTON & GUESTIER...........................................................................................Basement 2....... J5................................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
BEAM SUNTORY GTR – NEW................................................................................Basement 2....... L28............................................................... Wine & Spirits......................................................
BEAUTY CONTACT................................................................................................Basement 2....... D1............................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
BEEBIO – NEW......................................................................................................Basement 2....... N32............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................................
BELUGA.................................................................................................................Basement 2....... D4................................................................ Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
BERDOUES PARFUMS & COSMETIQUES – NEW.................................................Basement 2....... B17............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................................
BEURER - CODIPE................................................................................................Basement 2....... K01................................................................... Electronics.......................................MEMBER
BODEGAS WILLIAMS & HUMBERT – NEW..........................................................Basement 2....... A11............................................................... Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
BOGGI MILANO.....................................................................................................Basement 2....... B14.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
BONBON WATCH..................................................................................................Basement 2....... C02.....................................................Jewellery / Watches......................................................
BRAUN GMBH.......................................................................................................Basement 2....... H11................................................................... Electronics.......................................MEMBER
BREO – NEW.................................................................................................................Level 1....... V10.................................................................... Electronics......................................................
BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO............................................................................Basement 2....... F36......................................................................... Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
BROCARD JEAN-MARC........................................................................................Basement 2....... G02.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
BROWN AND HALEY.............................................................................................Basement 2....... A5............................................. Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
BROWN FORMAN..................................................................................................Basement 2....... M1+2............................................................ Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
BUCKLEY LONDON / BOUTON.............................................................................Basement 2....... C9.......................................................Jewellery / Watches......................................................
BULGARTABAC HOLDING – NEW.........................................................................Basement 2....... N34........................................................................ Tobacco......................................................
BUTLERS CHOCOLATES.......................................................................................Basement 2....... C31.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food......................................................
BUTTERFLY TWISTS.............................................................................................Basement 2....... D8...................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
CABEAU – NEW....................................................................................................Basement 2....... J31.....................................................................Gifts / Toys......................................................
CALVIN KLEIN.......................................................................................................Basement 2....... M18.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
CAMUS COGNAC...................................................................................................Basement 2....... J8................................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
CAPI GLOBAL........................................................................................................Basement 2....... H19................................................................... Electronics.......................................MEMBER
CASETI..................................................................................................................Basement 2....... G14....................................................................Gifts / Toys......................................................
CHABOT ARMAGNAC & GRUPPO CAMPARI........................................................Basement 2....... A20............................................................... Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
CHANGI AIRPORT SINGAPORE – NEW................................................................Basement 2....... K28............................................................................ Other......................................................
CHOCOLAT FREY...................................................................................................Basement 2....... G9............................................ Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
CHOKOLA..............................................................................................................Basement 2....... J2............................................. Confectionery & Fine Food......................................................
CHOYA UMESHU...................................................................................................Basement 2....... N201............................................................ Wine & Spirits......................................................
CHRISTIAN BRETON – NEW.................................................................................Basement 2....... A18.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
CIAK ITALY.............................................................................................................Basement 2....... H5...................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
CLARINS GROUP..........................................................................................................Level 1....... HS13........................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
CLOGAU.................................................................................................................Basement 2....... C2.......................................................Jewellery / Watches.......................................MEMBER
COGNAC DOBBÉ – NEW.......................................................................................Basement 2....... J202............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
COLLISTAR............................................................................................................Basement 2....... F2................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
COMPAGNIE MÉDOCAINE DES GRANDS CRUS – NEW.......................................Basement 2....... A23............................................................... Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
CONSTELLATION BRANDS...................................................................................Basement 2....... D35.............................................................. Wine & Spirits......................................................
COTY......................................................................................................................Basement 2....... N31............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
CROSS ACCESSORIES..........................................................................................Basement 2....... A14.....................................................................Gifts / Toys.......................................MEMBER
CRYSTAL HEAD VODKA – NEW.............................................................................Basement 2....... D28.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
DANIEL WELLINGTON – NEW..............................................................................Basement 2....... B5.......................................................Jewellery / Watches......................................................
DANZKA VODKA....................................................................................................Basement 2....... D34.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
DE BORGEN DISTILLERY – NEW..........................................................................Basement 2....... H25.............................................................. Wine & Spirits......................................................
DE RUY PERFUMES – NEW..................................................................................Basement 2....... B1............................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................................
DEAU COGNAC – NEW..........................................................................................Basement 2....... A02............................................................... Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
DESIGNER PARFUMS...........................................................................................Basement 2....... L24.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
DESIGUAL.............................................................................................................Basement 2....... E14..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
DESTILERIAS CAMPENY.......................................................................................Basement 2....... H01.............................................................. Wine & Spirits......................................................
DIAGEO..................................................................................................................Basement 2....... K1................................................................ Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
DIESEL – NEW..............................................................................................................Level 1....... S13..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
DISTELL................................................................................................................Basement 2....... J6................................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
DISTILLERIES ET DOMAINES DE PROVENCE......................................................Basement 2....... G10.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
DIVERSE FLAVOURS.............................................................................................Basement 2....... C34.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
DOMAINES PAUL JABOULET AINE – NEW..........................................................Basement 2....... N30.............................................................. Wine & Spirits......................................................
DON PAPA RUM....................................................................................................Basement 2....... A4................................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
DUC D’O CHOCOLATERIE.....................................................................................Basement 2....... C32.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
DV FRANCE...........................................................................................................Basement 2....... F30........................................... Confectionery & Fine Food......................................................
ECLAE-PRODIGE DES EAUX ROSES – NEW........................................................Basement 2....... M8............................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................................
EDRINGTON..........................................................................................................Basement 2....... H36.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
EMILE CHOURIET – NEW.............................................................................................Level 1....... T12......................................................Jewellery / Watches......................................................
EMPIRE OF SCENTS.............................................................................................Basement 2....... G19............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
ERNO LASZLO.......................................................................................................Basement 2....... D2............................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
ESSILOR INTERNATIONAL – NEW...............................................................................Level 1....... S8....................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
ESTEE LAUDER TRAVEL RETAIL..................................................................................Level 1....... HS03........................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
EUROCOSMESI.....................................................................................................Basement 2....... H22............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
EUROITALIA..................................................................................................................Level 1....... HS17........................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
FALIC FASHION GROUP........................................................................................Basement 2....... M208........................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
FAMILLE MARY.....................................................................................................Basement 2....... D31.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food......................................................
FAVARGER – NEW.................................................................................................Basement 2....... D30.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
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FERRERO TRAVEL MARKET.................................................................................Basement 2....... N1............................................ Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
FERVOR MONTREAL.............................................................................................Basement 2....... K02.....................................................Jewellery / Watches.......................................MEMBER
FIRST AMERICAN BRANDS, INC..........................................................................Basement 2....... B2............................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
FIYTA.....................................................................................................................Basement 2....... A17......................................................Jewellery / Watches.......................................MEMBER
FLO ACCESSORIES...............................................................................................Basement 2....... F27.....................................................................Gifts / Toys.......................................MEMBER
FOCUS NETWORK AGENCIES (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD.........................................Basement 2....... E28........................................... Confectionery & Fine Food......................................................
FOR NO REASON – NEW......................................................................................Basement 2....... H28.....................................................Jewellery / Watches......................................................
FORTUNE CONCEPT/PT SWITZERLAND.............................................................Basement 2....... E8....................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
FREIXENET GROUP..............................................................................................Basement 2....... B34.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
FURLA...................................................................................................................Basement 2....... J22..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
GALLER – NEW.....................................................................................................Basement 2....... D02.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
GERZON DUTY FREE............................................................................................Basement 2....... G18.....................................................Jewellery / Watches.......................................MEMBER
GIORGIO JANEKE – NEW......................................................................................Basement 2....... C5...................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
GODIVA CHOCOLATIER.........................................................................................Basement 2....... E2............................................. Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
GOLDKENN...........................................................................................................Basement 2....... F26........................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
GUESS ACCESSORIES..........................................................................................Basement 2....... L19..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
GUYLIAN................................................................................................................Basement 2....... H26.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
HANSE DISTRIBUTION.........................................................................................Basement 2....... A7........................................................Jewellery / Watches.......................................MEMBER
HARIBO WORLD TRAVEL RETAIL.........................................................................Basement 2....... C28.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
HARSTON GROUP.................................................................................................Basement 2....... H32.....................................................Jewellery / Watches.......................................MEMBER
HARTMANN..........................................................................................................Basement 2....... P21..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
HAWAIIAN HOST CHOCOLATES............................................................................Basement 2....... E28........................................... Confectionery & Fine Food......................................................
HEDGREN.............................................................................................................Basement 2....... N21.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
HEINEKEN – NEW................................................................................................Basement 2....... K36.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
HERMÈS........................................................................................................................Level 1....... HS05........................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
HOUSE OF SILLAGE..............................................................................................Basement 2....... L5................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................................
HUGO BOSS TRAVEL RETAIL........................................................................................Level 1....... HS01...............................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
IAN MACLEOD DISTILLERS LTD...........................................................................Basement 2....... H33.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
IMPERIAL TOBACCO.............................................................................................Basement 2....... C38........................................................................ Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
INCC GROUP.........................................................................................................Basement 2....... J11.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
INTERNATIONAL BEVERAGE................................................................................Basement 2....... H27.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
INTERPARFUMS...................................................................................................Basement 2....... M11............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
J. CORTES CIGARS................................................................................................Basement 2....... J10......................................................................... Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
JACOBSENS BAKERY...........................................................................................Basement 2....... C10.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
JACQUES BOGART................................................................................................Basement 2....... F22.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
JC NEWMAN CIGAR CO........................................................................................Basement 2....... A202....................................................................... Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
JEAN-CHARLES BROSSEAU................................................................................Basement 2....... N02............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................................
JT INTERNATIONAL..............................................................................................Basement 2....... B38........................................................................ Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
KAILIS AUSTRALIAN PEARLS – NEW..........................................................................Level 1....... V12......................................................Jewellery / Watches......................................................
KALOO, CLAYEUX, KOKESHI.................................................................................Basement 2....... L8................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
KARELIA TOBACCO COMPANY.............................................................................Basement 2....... M10........................................................................ Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
KAVALAN SINGLE MALT WHISKY.........................................................................Basement 2....... A1................................................................. Wine & Spirits......................................................
KINMEN KAOLIANG LIQUOR................................................................................Basement 2....... J36............................................................... Wine & Spirits......................................................
KIPLING DIVISION - VF EUROPE BVBA................................................................Basement 2....... M20.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
KOSE CORPORATION....................................................................................................Level 1....... T15.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
KOTO PARFUMS....................................................................................................Basement 2....... E22.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
KT & G – NEW.......................................................................................................Basement 2....... K37........................................................................ Tobacco......................................................
KT INTERNATIONAL.............................................................................................Basement 2....... E37......................................................................... Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
L’OCCITANE EN PROVENCE.........................................................................................Level 1....... HS09........................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
L’OREAL LUXE TRAVEL RETAIL ASIA PACIFIC.....................................................Basement 2....... D19 & HS04................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
LA MARTINIQUAISE..............................................................................................Basement 2....... L2................................................................. Wine & Spirits......................................................
LA PRAIRIE...........................................................................................................Basement 2....... K24............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
LA SULTANE DE SABA..........................................................................................Basement 2....... H18............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
LA-TWEEZ.............................................................................................................Basement 2....... E9.......................................................................Gifts / Toys.......................................MEMBER
LABOURE-ROI.......................................................................................................Basement 2....... N202............................................................ Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
LACOSTE...............................................................................................................Basement 2....... K23.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
LAMBRETTA..........................................................................................................Basement 2....... H30.....................................................Jewellery / Watches.......................................MEMBER
LANCASTER..........................................................................................................Basement 2....... B16.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
LATELTIN..............................................................................................................Basement 2....... J29............................................................... Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
LEGO GROUP........................................................................................................Basement 2....... G28....................................................................Gifts / Toys.......................................MEMBER
LEONIDAS – NEW.................................................................................................Basement 2....... B29.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
LINDT & SPRÜNGLI (SCHWEIZ) AG......................................................................Basement 2....... H2............................................ Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
LISE WATIER – NEW.....................................................................................................Level 1....... U7............................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................................
LOACKER – NEW...................................................................................................Basement 2....... J25........................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
LOLLIPOPS PARIS – NEW.....................................................................................Basement 2....... B27.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
LORIENCE PARIS..................................................................................................Basement 2....... K10............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
LUBRITRADE TRADING PTE LTD..........................................................................Basement 2....... H6................................................................ Wine & Spirits......................................................
LULU DK – NEW....................................................................................................Basement 2....... K6.......................................................Jewellery / Watches......................................................
LUXOTTICA GROUP...............................................................................................Basement 2....... J18..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
LUZHOU LAOJIAO INT’L DEVELOPMENT.............................................................Basement 2....... B32.............................................................. Wine & Spirits......................................................
MACDUFF INTERNATIONAL.................................................................................Basement 2....... L202............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
MAESTRANI..........................................................................................................Basement 2....... A3............................................. Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
MARCHON EYEWEAR...........................................................................................Basement 2....... L1....................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
MARCOLIN SPA.............................................................................................................Level 1....... S15..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
MARIE BRIZARD - GROUPE BELVEDERE – NEW.................................................Basement 2....... F24............................................................... Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
MARINA DE BOURBON.........................................................................................Basement 2....... B10............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
MARS INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL RETAIL.............................................................Basement 2....... N29.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
MAUI JIM, INC.......................................................................................................Basement 2....... K9...................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
MAVIVE..................................................................................................................Basement 2....... F18.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
MIKIMOMO............................................................................................................Basement 2....... C01....................................................................Gifts / Toys......................................................
MILI.......................................................................................................................Basement 2....... B3..................................................................... Electronics......................................................
MIRIAM QUEVEDO................................................................................................Basement 2....... H1............................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................................
MISAKI – NEW.......................................................................................................Basement 2....... H23.....................................................Jewellery / Watches.......................................MEMBER
MISSHA.................................................................................................................Basement 2....... H24............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
MITCH MARC........................................................................................................Basement 2....... N9...................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
MOET HENNESSY – NEW.............................................................................................Level 1....... HS11............................................................ Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
MOLIABAL.............................................................................................................Basement 2....... C8......................................................................Gifts / Toys......................................................
MOMODESIGN - CERRUTI 1881...........................................................................Basement 2....... M26.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
MONDELEZ WORLD TRAVEL RETAIL...................................................................Basement 2....... J26........................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
MORGAN & OATES................................................................................................Basement 2....... J33..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
MOROCCANOIL – NEW.................................................................................................Level 1....... T7................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................................
MOSQUITNO..........................................................................................................Basement 2....... G01....................................................................Gifts / Toys.......................................MEMBER
MTG CO LTD – NEW......................................................................................................Level 1....... S18.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
NATURAL AMERICAN SPIRIT GLOBAL DF – NEW...............................................Basement 2....... A8........................................................................... Tobacco......................................................
NESTLE.................................................................................................................Basement 2....... K29.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
NEUHAUS.............................................................................................................Basement 2....... G26.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
NEW DEAL – NEW................................................................................................Basement 2....... G12............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................................
NILAÏ PARIS – NEW..............................................................................................Basement 2....... L02......................................................Jewellery / Watches......................................................
NUXE.....................................................................................................................Basement 2....... N28............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
NYX COSMETICS...................................................................................................Basement 2....... A26.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................................
OGON DESIGNS – NEW........................................................................................Basement 2....... A01.....................................................................Gifts / Toys......................................................
ORCIANI – NEW....................................................................................................Basement 2....... P1...................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
OSBORNE – NEW..................................................................................................Basement 2....... D01.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
OUTDOOR PRODUCTS – NEW..............................................................................Basement 2....... G13.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
P&G PRESTIGE.............................................................................................................Level 1....... HS15........................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
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PANDORA......................................................................... Level 1...... U19.............................Jewellery / Watches............................... MEMBER
PANPURI – NEW.............................................................. Level 1...... S12...................... Fragrances & Cosmetics..............................................
PARLUX FRAGRANCES............................................ Basement 2...... F10...................... Fragrances & Cosmetics............................... MEMBER
PASCO...................................................................... Basement 2...... A9............................................. Electronics............................... MEMBER
PASHMA................................................................... Basement 2...... G2...........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage............................... MEMBER
PAUL & SHARK........................................................ Basement 2...... D11.........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage............................... MEMBER
PERFETTI VAN MELLE GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL... Basement 2...... E29................... Confectionery & Fine Food............................... MEMBER
PERFUMER’S WORKSHOP – NEW.................................. Level 1...... U11..................... Fragrances & Cosmetics............................... MEMBER
PERFUMES Y DISENO.............................................. Basement 2...... L9........................ Fragrances & Cosmetics............................... MEMBER
PERNOD RICARD ASIA TRAVEL RETAIL.................. Basement 2...... E36....................................... Wine & Spirits............................... MEMBER
PHILIP MORRIS INTERNATIONAL........................... Basement 2...... A35................................................ Tobacco............................... MEMBER
PHILIPS CONSUMER LIFESTYLE............................ Basement 2...... K27........................................... Electronics............................... MEMBER
PHOTOFAST GLOBAL INC – NEW............................ Basement 2...... J13............................................ Electronics..............................................
PICA LÉLA................................................................ Basement 2...... F23..............................Jewellery / Watches............................... MEMBER
PIQUADRO................................................................ Basement 2...... J19..........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage............................... MEMBER
PREMIER PORTFOLIO INTERNATIONAL LTD.......... Basement 2...... M02............................................Gifts / Toys............................... MEMBER
PROTEGE INTERNATIONAL..................................... Basement 2...... C36...................................... Wine & Spirits..............................................
PUIG......................................................................... Basement 2...... K11..................... Fragrances & Cosmetics............................... MEMBER
PUPA........................................................................ Basement 2...... J9........................ Fragrances & Cosmetics............................... MEMBER
RADLEY LONDON – NEW................................................ Level 1...... T11..........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage..............................................
RECIFE – NEW......................................................... Basement 2...... H13.........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage..............................................
RED BULL RACING EYEWEAR................................. Basement 2...... H10.........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage............................... MEMBER
REFLECTA................................................................ Basement 2...... K18.............................Jewellery / Watches............................... MEMBER
REVLON TRAVEL RETAILING................................... Basement 2...... K2....................... Fragrances & Cosmetics............................... MEMBER
RITMO MUNDO - REFLEX – NEW............................ Basement 2...... N01.............................Jewellery / Watches..............................................
RITTER SPORT......................................................... Basement 2...... F8..................... Confectionery & Fine Food............................... MEMBER
RITUALS – NEW............................................................... Level 1...... U15..................... Fragrances & Cosmetics............................... MEMBER
RIVOLI – NEW.................................................................. Level 1...... V14...................... Fragrances & Cosmetics..............................................
RONCATO – NEW..................................................... Basement 2...... C6...........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage..............................................
ROSSI D’ASIAGO DISTILLERS – NEW...................... Basement 2...... G15...................................... Wine & Spirits..............................................
ROYAL LONDON WATCHES – NEW.......................... Basement 2...... G8...............................Jewellery / Watches..............................................
SABMILLER – NEW.................................................. Basement 2...... G27...................................... Wine & Spirits............................... MEMBER
SAFILO GROUP........................................................ Basement 2...... E18..........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage............................... MEMBER
SALVATORE FERRAGAMO................................................ Level 1...... HS07................... Fragrances & Cosmetics............................... MEMBER
SAMSONITE RED / LIPAULT.................................... Basement 2...... N22.........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage............................... MEMBER
SCANDINAVIAN TOBACCO GROUP......................... Basement 2...... G6.................................................. Tobacco............................... MEMBER
SCHAEFER TRAVEL RETAIL.................................... Basement 2...... N12............................................Gifts / Toys............................... MEMBER
SCORPIO WORLDWIDE............................................ Basement 2...... D9...............................Jewellery / Watches............................... MEMBER
SEKONDA................................................................. Basement 2...... J32..............................Jewellery / Watches............................... MEMBER
SENNHEISER........................................................... Basement 2...... N10........................................... Electronics............................... MEMBER
SERAPIAN MILANO.................................................. Basement 2...... E10..........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage............................... MEMBER
SERGE LOUIS ALVAREZ SLA CREATION................. Basement 2...... A16..................... Fragrances & Cosmetics............................... MEMBER
SHANGHAI TOBACCO GROUP CO. LTD................... Basement 2...... B8.................................................. Tobacco..............................................
SHISEIDO TRAVEL RETAIL ASIA PACIFIC................ Basement 2...... B20..................... Fragrances & Cosmetics............................... MEMBER
SILVER BASE INTERNATIONAL .............................. Basement 2...... B36................................................ Tobacco..............................................
DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD – NEW
SKROSS.................................................................... Basement 2...... C4..............................................Gifts / Toys............................... MEMBER
SKYLINK GMBH – NEW........................................... Basement 2...... H12.............................Jewellery / Watches..............................................
SOCATEC / BAG TAG DESIGN.................................. Basement 2...... F28.............................................Gifts / Toys............................... MEMBER
SPIRIT FRANCE....................................................... Basement 2...... J1......................................... Wine & Spirits............................... MEMBER
STORCK TRAVEL RETAIL......................................... Basement 2...... E31................... Confectionery & Fine Food............................... MEMBER
SUN JEWELRY......................................................... Basement 2...... C1...............................Jewellery / Watches............................... MEMBER
TAKARA SHUZO....................................................... Basement 2...... N5........................................ Wine & Spirits..............................................
TALIKA.............................................................................. Level 1...... S11...................... Fragrances & Cosmetics............................... MEMBER
TATEOSSIAN............................................................. Basement 2...... G32.............................Jewellery / Watches............................... MEMBER
TEQUILERA CORRALEJO......................................... Basement 2...... B02...................................... Wine & Spirits............................... MEMBER
THE BRIDGE............................................................. Basement 2...... E26..........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage............................... MEMBER
THE FIRST SPA................................................................ Level 1...... T13...................... Fragrances & Cosmetics............................... MEMBER
THE HERSHEY COMPANY........................................ Basement 2...... G29.................. Confectionery & Fine Food............................... MEMBER
THE LONDON N°1.................................................... Basement 2...... J02....................................... Wine & Spirits..............................................
TINTAMAR................................................................ Basement 2...... L11..........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage............................... MEMBER
TITAN........................................................................ Basement 2...... N18.............................Jewellery / Watches............................... MEMBER
TONI&GUY - UNILEVER........................................... Basement 2...... G25..................... Fragrances & Cosmetics............................... MEMBER
TORRES.................................................................... Basement 2...... H8........................................ Wine & Spirits............................... MEMBER
TOSCOW................................................................... Basement 2...... B18.............................Jewellery / Watches............................... MEMBER
TOUS – NEW.................................................................... Level 1...... U13.............................Jewellery / Watches..............................................
TRAVALO.................................................................. Basement 2...... J27.............................................Gifts / Toys............................... MEMBER
TRAVEL BLUE.......................................................... Basement 2...... G1............................................. Electronics............................... MEMBER
TRAVEL RETAIL EXPERTS – NEW........................... Basement 2...... P5..............................................Gifts / Toys............................... MEMBER
TRAVEL RETAIL INNOVATIONS................................ Basement 2...... K33........................................... Electronics............................... MEMBER
TRAVELLER’S TROVE............................................... Basement 2...... C29.................. Confectionery & Fine Food............................... MEMBER
TREASURY WINE ESTATES...................................... Basement 2...... J35....................................... Wine & Spirits............................... MEMBER
TRU VIRTU................................................................ Basement 2...... B9..............................................Gifts / Toys............................... MEMBER
TUCANO – NEW....................................................... Basement 2...... K35............................................Gifts / Toys..............................................
U’LUVKA VODKA – NEW.......................................... Basement 2...... A2........................................ Wine & Spirits..............................................
VAG........................................................................... Basement 2...... G11..................... Fragrances & Cosmetics............................... MEMBER
VALRHONA............................................................... Basement 2...... F32................... Confectionery & Fine Food............................... MEMBER
VENICE FLAIR – NEW.............................................. Basement 2...... A15.............................Jewellery / Watches..............................................
VERSACE TIMEPIECES............................................ Basement 2...... K8...............................Jewellery / Watches............................... MEMBER
VINPROM PESHTERA SA......................................... Basement 2...... G33...................................... Wine & Spirits............................... MEMBER
VON EICKEN............................................................. Basement 2...... A30................................................ Tobacco..............................................
VSF INTERNATIONAL CONSULTING – NEW........... Basement 2...... L4......................................... Wine & Spirits..............................................
WILLIAM GRANT & SONS........................................ Basement 2...... N19...................................... Wine & Spirits............................... MEMBER
WONDERFUL PISTACHIOS...................................... Basement 2...... B28.................. Confectionery & Fine Food............................... MEMBER
YANGHE DISTILLERIE CO LTD................................. Basement 2...... M3........................................ Wine & Spirits............................... MEMBER
YUNNAN TOBACCO INTERNATIONAL CO LTD........ Basement 2...... M6.................................................. Tobacco............................... MEMBER
ZEON LTD – NEW..................................................... Basement 2...... A13.............................Jewellery / Watches..............................................
ZONIN 1821 – NEW.................................................. Basement 2...... F12....................................... Wine & Spirits............................... MEMBER
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